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\R'S Votes To Raise
_ I
..~.~ Admission .Standards
, ' By uha ry Coulton subjects.. This average' is the
The initiative to improve the highest in CUNY.
high school preparation of' Fisher' explains' that the
students entering the City reason for Baruch's'83 percent
'University of New York as high school 'average
announced by the 'Board of qualification is to ensure that
TrusteesinJanuaryis unlikely studentscominginhaveagood
to affect Baruch's enrollment, chance of succeeding. It was
says John Fisher, director of found that students with a
undergr~uate admissions. lower rating had a very' high
According to the springissue rate of failure. "We wanted to
of City University News, raise thecriterion tomake sure
published by CUNY's office of the students coming in were
University Relations, the going to do well,"he said.
initiative was proposed by Another reason for the high
board of trustees' Committee criteria is to alleviate the
on ge planning and overcrowdi ng at Baruch
th 11or's Advisory College. This Fisher states
Commi on School System must betaken in the context
con .on. that, if students don't come to
. ·tiative encourages Baruch asfreshmen itdoes not
, dents to pursue mean that they cannot come to
amoreacade cconcentration Baruch. But they will first
.. ' fore entering have to go the alternativeroute
urrently only about ofcoinmunity colleges that are'
opercent ofNew York City's "campus feeders with good
high school graduates earn a developmental programs."
regents diploma; which "The initiative' win only
representsthecompletionofa change the TequiTement
rigorous academic program. courses on 'which the ave~
~:At,".~':vieetillg~'-;oC',·the is based and not the structure
VnivemtYFacultySenllte on "fioomwJrlch the numbers are
.~_~i·29"CJiiUi&1tot'"W., AmI '" deri~i;»~~Jl.~P.isla.8f!c',' ,-._~-~-~ ..~.--,--..., ...._--
, Reynolds -ch8rged-tne-senate- -'-'--;Jealrl;sMm ttl;ettaii:man1)f, .-.
with the task of determining the UniversityStudentSenate,
what the intellectual level of isopposed to the ideaofcollege
preparation should be to go to preparation improvement.
college. "Prom the moment the
The initiative should not chancellor proposed it, I have
affectCUNYsopenadmissions been' against, primarily
. policy, accordingto Reynolds. because those -whowi-ll bear .
Under the current Baruch the brunt of it are black and
admissions policy students Latino people," he says.
applying need a combined According to the
, Scholastic Aptitude Test score Chancellor's Advisory
of 990, a class rank of 72nd Committee the new program
percentileoran 83 percenthigh is expected to be phased in over
school ,.average in academic several years.DSSG Moblizes for
CUNY Day Rally
By Rafael Olmeda According to Shum, the rally
The Day Session Student date was proposed by Baruch
Government is hoping that students a~~ begislative--
forecasts for rain on March 14 Conference of the University
don't diminish the expected Student Senate late last
turnout for a planned massive month. "We really had to push
protest rally. for that date. This rallyis with
The rally, which is scheduled the cooperation ofUSS,bu,t for
tobegininfront of17 Lexington the most part Chivon
Ave. at 10 a.m. Thursday, will (Thornhill) has been the
move from 23rd St. to 59thSt. contact person."
and Columbus Circle, where Thornhill, a member of
Baruchstudentswill meetwith Baruch'sstudentcouncil, says,
students from most other' "1 see IQY role as being.a voice,
campuses of the City' not only for Baruch 'but-tor, .
University ofNewYork. "Rain CUNY.~ He calls the protest
and cold weather put together' songs, some ofwhichhe wrote-,
would mean real problems, in asra11yingpOintsforstudents.
terms ofturnout," says Wilson "I see myselfas a motivator."





, By William Pesek Jr.
Four campus Jewish
clubscurrentlycharteredbythe,
Day Session .Student Govern-
:ment'areconsolidatingtofonn
one collective Jewish associa-
-tion tentatively called "Jewish
Society."
The merging clubs: DSSG Council Chairman AdamGro~ki
Hillel, Jewish Council, The
Frame and Yiddish Society,
passed a formal written pro-
posal to the DSSG club char-
tering committee which was
reviewed and enthusiastically
approved.
"We saw that the differ- _ By Rafael Olmeda
ent clubs were basically aim- ' .Adam Gronski re-
ing at the same people," .says placedJames Lee as chairman
AvivaSchechter, co-president of council on the Day Session
and upper senior.' Schechter' Student Government r
also says, that the Jewish So- Lee's sudden resignation ••
ciety isa more generic name council meeting on Feb. 28.
forwhatshecallsan«~mb~l1a" Leecitedsevera1r~ns
, J.ewish club, for 'his l'esignation.c~I.;;hough
',' '~~~:~sident theysho~a·lt~~.1'!0- 'ciit"ttintioAttieIeVIll, Section
otJewiSliSOCiiety8:ria' ""~",' ," . ·couJdlitfimd."'meeQ »&e. ...,::~~, ..-.~ ·C1l:--.lb, ' , ,'IIIRlPPe1" .. '. ngs,. ~ -- . - --_.-~,~ ¥
_. ....__.. ' junior_was instrUmental in says, noting that a- number -o:C «the,ea~with~dlE(next
·:--.:.-&iinjng,~P.PQ£am~ng"eJiil)":·-erJtllmitallellt8Pifl.•elltiet! .~, ftjp..~ till..,~., conat60m
leaders for the alliance and from" atteri,aing--reguiarly the·irppiOPtiB.tecOrJStit;um:~.·.
workedongettingtheDSSGto scheduled 'I'uesday meetings. According to May 10,
approve the plan. "The idea Lee is currently taking 15 1990 issue of The' Ticker, the
was passed onto the student credits and works 30h~ a next available person 'would
government and they felt it week. have been Venecia Trinidad,
'"was a good idea," says Spitz. Gronski, who' also seniorand uppercouncil mem-
~_. _ .Cl\ll> <=ha!_tering com- serves as chairman of the club ber. The minutes for the
mittee Chairman _. Adam chartering committee, says councilmeetingofFeb.-28state
Gronski hopes that this merger there is noconflictbetween the that Trinidad was nominated
will set a precedent that other two positions. "The only con- for the position along with
clubs win follow. "The DSSG flict 1 can see, and it's not re- Gronski and Michael
applauds the consolidation ef- any a conflict, is that as chair Continued on Page 4
forts of the Jewish clubs and
we encourage other clubs of
similar purpose to do the
same," says Gronski.
The chartering commit-
tee has long felt that consoli-
dation would enable them to
keep better track of the differ-
ent members and activities of
the individual clubs. Since
Baruch College sanctions ap-
proximately 70 clubs theDSSG
is working 'to centralize the
governing bodies of the indi-
vidual clubs which are cur-
rently under the direction ofa
larger parenting club.
"It's also for the clubs'
benefit. By pooling members
andresources you have a more
organized club," says Gronski.
Beaz Spitz agrees that tbe
JewishSocietywill haveamore
solid leadership unit now that








Applications are available in
room 1959~ .360 Park Ave. So.
The deadline is March 22.
PatIrnbibo, The Career Explo-
ration Resource Center, Room






and curiosity that are similar
to those of the late Martin
Fischbein, who was the busi-
ness maI?ager ofthe New York
Postbefore his death at age 34.
Applications are due by April
15, 1991 and -should be sub-
mitted to Richard Edelman,
The Friends of Martin
Fischbein, Inc., 1500 Broad-
way, 25th Floor, New York,
NY 10036. For further infor-
mation, contact Amy Nash at
(212) 704-8130.
Interviewing
Econ.omy & Business : 21
Letters/Op-Eds : 7
their ability to affOrd school,
says Martinez. If the budget
cuts go through, Baruch will
lose between two and two-and-
a-half million dollars in
funding.
"Anyone who voted for
Cuomo is a major lunatic or
extremely uninfon;ned," says
Martinez. The state's budget
deficit before the November
election was estimated at
, around 800 million. Martinez
laments that this did not seem
to worry anyone.
According to Martinez, after
Cuomo was re-elected, new
budget figures revealed a
deficit of$2 billion. As a result;
Baruch's staffwas reducedand
serviceswerecutby 25 percent.
The story does not end there.
At the governor's state of the
state address, he announced.
the budget to be $8 billion in
deficit, a ten-fold increase prior
to election day figures, says
Martinez. As a resul t Baruch
can be expected to lose asmuch'
as $5 millionfrom its budget.
Martinez explained how this .
reduction in the budget and, ..





The Ticker and WBMB will be cosponsoring a debate between
candidates for President and Vice Presidentof'theDay Session
tudent Government. Forinformation, contactRafael Olmeda
at The Ticker, (212) 387-1183
Attention DSSG Candidates! !!
Declaration ofCandidacy Forms are available at the following locations:
Dean ofStudents Office Room 1702,360 Park Ave. South
Student Activities Center Room 104, 137 E. 22nd St.
Office ofEvening and Graduate Services Room 527,46 E. 26th St.
By Massimo Salerno
On Thursday March 7, Dr.
Robert Martinez, chairman of
the Black and T...atino Studies
department spoke on the need
for Hispanic unity during the
City University of New York's
budget crunch and the need to
organizein order to stopfurther
tuition increases.
The event was organized by
the Hispanic Society, Latin
American Student
Organization, Latin American
Youth, and Puerto Ricans for
Involvement, Development
and Enlightenment. Students
from these clubs, as well as
others, attended the meeting
'. in the Oak Lounge of the....
Student Center.
Martinez's message focused
on the need for Hispanic unity
notonly in a time ofgreatcrisis
but always. "Most students
are victimized by the 'subway'
college disease," saidMartinez,
referring to the fact many
students travel from home to
school and do nothing in
between.
The proposed CUNY budget
cuts will have a significant
impact on students here and
"
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$40 after March 15
Tickets are available at the




Student Center Information Booth ,137 E. 22nd Street
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· students who are hit with
financial aid cuts. Thisisa 100
percent increase.
One way to fight this,
suggests Martinez, is to
organize through the the Black
and Latino Alumni
Association. This was started
back in the eighties. Martinez
says the association can
organize and mobilize protests
to quickly and effectively
prevent further tuition
increases. One of the main
'reasons CUNY passed. the
tui tion increases was due to
the fact that most students .
were caught off guard.
Martinez says the tuition
increases do not worry Albany:
If poor students cannot afford
CUNY, more white middle
class students will take their
places, hesrates. "To the white
middle class, $3,000, does not,
mean much compared to a
private school." According to
Martinez, during the '60s when
CUNY was free, it provided
'great social opportunity to
manyJews, Irish and Italians.
"They would' have never
imposeda tuitionoranincrease
OJ) these groups. We are the
only ones they can do this to,"
Martinez states emphatically.
"Ed,ucatio~is the only means
of social mobility left in 'this
country. We must hold on to
this. CUNY was founded on
the principle offree tuiticm to
uplift~ecitY.underel...•
to sign the letters an d to
register to vote."
Apollo Mathew, vice
president of the DSSG, says
.the letter-writing campaign
was successfu1, and that
·between 2,000and3,000letters
were signed. 'This amount, he
says, will be added to the over
4,000 letters that have been
received at the Student
Development Office. "The goal
is to get 9,000 letters," says
Mathew. "I think we'll be
passingthat soon, ifwe haven't
already."
More limited success was
reported for the voter
registration drive. Mathew
says, "We only got about 200,
but most people who signed
the letterseither said they were
not eligible tovote in New York
State or that they were already
registered."
Shum was not disappointed
with the March 7 rally's failure
to attract a large crowd. "The
real purpose of that rally was
to provide information, build
.support, and gear the level of
student participation. It wasn't
geared to be a loud rally. If
people stayed, it could have
become one."
Shum also hopes student
participation on the CUNY Day
rally is high. "If people feel
that the increase will make life
here better' for us, we know
·already that they are wrong."
He says anyone who does not








Continued from Page 3
materials would effect
students. "My department
suffered a sixty percent cut in-
staff, we are left with just 2
professors to teach now."
The first to go has been
adjunct teachers. These are
teachers who are paid by the
hour and many departments
are staffed almost 50 percent
by adj uncts, accordi ng to
Martinez. It is even difficult to
find paper for the copy machine
and tapehe adds.
Also, many new courses and
regularcourses were placed on
"Pre-Cancel".This means ifthe
coursesare 10-15percentshort,
on funds, the courses would.be
cancelled, According to
Martinez, this caused a great
rush tohisofficefor permission
to overtally into a class.
A big problem the cutbacks
pose is to students who hope to
graduate in four years. "The
four yeardegree went out with
the dinosaur," says Martinez.
, Many students will-not be able
to enter into classes they need
in order to graduate, so it will
take longer and cost more to
complete a-degree.
The worst case scenario,
Martinez says, is if the budget
gets cut by $5 million and
cUNY Increases tuition by
$500 per semester. If this
occurs, TAP and PELL grants
will be81ashed~ The real
increase Of CUNY will be. '
around*l,2OOper8eD.st.er1or
actually billing the clubs."
J ames says, "'When the
present government took over
in Septernberaclerk washired
,' to handle the paperwork and
run the machine." However,
, because last semester only
three clubs used the' poster
machine, there was no work
for the the clerk. The clerk
resigned atthe end of October
and from then on there has
been no one else to follow
through on the billing process.
"'Without a clerk there is no
organization,soit was best not
to charge," said James.
James said that he "broiight;
upthesituation with theposter
printeratan executivemeeting
and it was tabled because of
the rally and more pressing
issues and was ne-ver voted
upon."
Fernando Cadena, treasurer
of the Hispanic Society, said
that his club "has never used
the poster machine because it
has never appealled to them."
He also stated that a previous
consultation ofthe clubs before
the DSSG bought the printer
would have been helpful but
he doesn't think it would have
influenced their decision.
"officially weare charging the
clubs four dollars for the large
posters and two dollars for the
small, but the amount of
paperwork thatis involved and
the follow up that is involved
we haven't gotten through to
Continued from Front Page
Shurn ,says the role of
planning and coordinating the
event should belong to the
chairman of the JJSS, but is
confident in Thornhill's
abilities. Thornhill states,
"Sometimes if you don't see
anybody on the front line, it's
got to be you."
The goal of the CUNY Day
rally on March 14 is to
en~urageunity within CUNY
and to make the board of
trustees as well' as state'
legislators aware thatstudents
are committed to stopping a
$500 tuition increase and
corresponding financial aid
and budget cuts proposed by
Governor Mari 0 Cuomo.
Thornhill, in explaining the
goals of the 'rally, accidentally
said, "We want to get some
unity within Cunity (sic)."
Shum also stated that several
student government
representatives had met with
Acting President Joyce Brown
in order to clarify the students'
position with regard to the
protests. They were able to
convince Brown to draft a
memo to faculty members
recommending leniency to
anyone who does not attend
classes on March 14 in order to
works," says Aaron. "In terms education programs funding
of morri tori ng t h e i r if attend the rally., speer IC projects. Th DSSG 1
performance, Dean Johnson For this semester~WBMB - h easo reported on
and I have nodefinitive planin ·11 t e success ofitsletter-writing
WI concentrate on advertising ,-drive onMarch 7. "Thatwasn't
what we're hoping the station its new feature via the student meant to be a protest rally,"
win .accomplisb," He also, .media, its radio commerciale, ,- says Veriecia Trinidad, upper
encourages 'WBMB'-to '~~rn'~~ flyers to ~hool faculty, and council member. "The purpose
back to the, communications programmI~gschedules to all of that rally was toget people
board sometlme between now clubs and posted on bulletin' • ,_. . ...,
~nd__Ma.l_~E.h_'_~ __!n.a!:.~~t~n~,_~ bO~Eds in each building' .'
~:~o~~,:~~h~1~~~-:~::~~StreeWorei>sy-Martmez-r-aIKsTuitioIi-------
inonsupplementalfunds. "The "Besides not being licensed '
problem with Baruch is that with the Federal Com-
there's no central hub, no line ,munications Commission for
of communication. Their wide area broadcasting, the
strategy should be to use the FCC for the past 20 years have
carrier current to their fullest refused station identity to new
advantage, enhance their New York City radio stations
market, change direction in because there's already so
terms of public service, and many. We service the local
subsidize some of their vicinity, very much like when
revenues for innovative gains you drive into an airport or a
instead of always being a fee tourist attraction where you
user. The reason is that they can tune into their frequency
now have a lot more potential for information," said Lopez.
listeners," adds Aaron. The purpose of the project is
The projectbegan three years to give added life to the school
ago when WBMB received a and be what a "real" radio'
flyer from Radio Systems, Inc., station should be, announcing
based in New Jersey, with an cancelled classes, fire
offer to receive a start-up kit at evacuations,brokenelevators,
$300 to test what kind of and other daily occurrences to
coverage can be picked up. "It update students.
took three years to makeheads Lopez also feels that deejays
or tails of the project because have more of a reason to
ofnumerous delays, everything broadcast and people are
from school bureaucracy, putting more time into their
funding, fixing up the school, shows.
getting the checks written, Advertising director Kevin
hiring a reliable electrical Bollonais says, "It'll be great
contractor to each building to for me because then the local
having difficulties with New stores can promote themselves
York Telephone in order to 'at a student rate discount,"
have the signals sent via phone Guy Jiurnento, chiefengineer
lines," says Lopez. at WBMB says, "The carrier
The project (final planning current will make WBMB
quote) cost $16,786, and if the accessible to students 'and
18th Street building was faculty for the first time.
getting access, the Listening to their headphones
supplementaryplanningquote while studying;in the library;
wouldhave been an additional waitingforc1assorwhileeating
$4,670. in the eafetarias win finally be
'Of the supporting funds, possible. Students won't have
WBMB n:eived.the Quality of to'come to WBMB, WBMB is
Life grant and, t\1e Student finally broede8sti,ng to them.-
ReteDtion graD£.Wh hicber-
,'~:j' i 7. J ~ ,.".'", 1( • __ :. _... ' l "'" ,;. " t i ~.t ~ ~ .~ ~,;' •.• -




Lloyd James, treasurer ofthe
Day Session Student
Government stated that the
DS$G stopped 'charging clubs
for use of the poster printer
last October, but then stated
Baruch College Radio Station
Installs Carrier Current System
March 13, 1991 • Ticker News • 5
i-
By JeanSeto
, WBMB 590 AM, Baruch .
CoHege~s .studerrt-run radio
station, .instalfed a car-rier
currentat the beginningof'this
semester which eriable sl . - .,' .-
studerrts.and-thelccalvicinity
to tune in to the frequency.
The carrier current is a self-
._ a~iy.s9.Dg.RQ$l;>1~~!1~~~~l" __
without, antennae which is
plugged into the electric
current of a campus building
(the building itself would act
as the .antennea). Students
can pick up the frequency on
their walkmen or through a
plug-in radio.
"There is no planned block
radi us. It just depends on how
strong the current is where
you're standing," Said Craig
Lopez, former general manager
at WBMB. "It's considered
'extra' if you walk half-way
down a street and still remain
with the frequency. What's
known is that the street across
from a campus building will
get the station." Although
Lopez resigned, he has been
the key figure behind the
carrier current and remains
very active in the matters of
WBMB.
All campus buildings receive
the frequency, except for the
18th St. building. Reasons for
this are that 18thSt. was never
part of the original (funding)
survey, there was a dwindling
of funds, the Master Plan by
the year 1992 which would
have put all the. school
buildings into a campus-like
center on East 25th se., thus
not including 18th St." and the
decision by Associate Dean
Ronald Aaron and Vice
President Samuel Johnson to
wait and see if the carrier
current turns out tobe a viable
project. Current cutbacks. in
Baruch's budget were also a
factor.
"WBMB should'sUrvey to see
if their marbting siratecY
, ••• "i r
- e t : ", .. '
dure was that theydid not want
Lee's unexpected resignation
to slow' the momentum the
DSSG has gathered. "Being
that we're in an emergency
situation,"hesays, "we wanted
to expedite the vote. Venecia
couldhave been given the posi-
tion' but the 'understanding
was that she did not want it."
However, the minutes
of the meeting record no de-
bate as to whether the "emer-





"Right now the protest is the
most important thing."hesays.
. "This protest is the most. im-
portant issue the DSSG has .
ever faced, All other things
become secondary."
"I love being a part of
studentgovernment,"says Lee,
who will continue to serve as a
council member. Regarding
the violation, Lee states, "I
don't want to say we had to
bend the rules, but sometimes
something has to be done. We
did what we had to do."
Gronski Chairs Council
TheTicker is more than News.
We snooze and drink booze.
We always have food and
- .
sometimes we're in the nude
dude. Write for Ticker News.
Continued from Front Page
Drummond. When an
initial surveywas taken and it
was clear that Gronski would




states that if there is no one to
fill the position, "After two
weeks of public notice, the
council will receive open nomi-
nations to be approved by ma-





says, pointing to her responsi-
bilities as chair of the campus
affairs committee and personal
commitments which would
have made taking on the role
of chair too difficult. "Fore-
most, I am a student."
"Another thing is, I
want a vote (on council),"
Trinidadadds. "That's a privi-
lege I don't want to give up."
Wilson Shum, presi-
dent of the DSSG, says the
reason council chose not to fol-
low the constitutional proce-
How can DISCOVER help you?
. Going to ~hool orwork, searching for ajob, or making acareer change all require
makl~g careerde~Slons. Successful career decisons are accomplished by approaching
them In asystemanc and planful way. DISCOVER can provide you with valuable information
with which to make these decisions. Although it will not tell you what to do or give easy
answers for your career decisions, it can ease the process,
How can you use DISCOVER?
DISCOVER is an interactive computer system that is available to all students.
Intr~ductory appointments are availableonMondays. 12:00 to 3:00. Otherappointmentsare
available as a.componentofongoing career counseling. To make appointment, contact The
Career Planning Resource Center, 447-3521, Room 1737,360 Park Avenue South.
"Someutudents are more in-
terested in religious program-
ming, others in political pro-
gramming, and others in so-
cial programming." To get
more students involved the
Jewish Society plans to diver-
sify the scope ofthe club and to
adapt to the changing needs of
club members.
Spitz says that they will
bring in speakers on different
topics and present them to the
Jewish community. According
to DSSG statute, official clubs
musthave four officers. In time
the Jewish Society plans to
form itsowninfrastructureand
engage in different activities.
Among these committees are
community affairs and
intergroup relations.
Also in the future, the
Jewish Society plans to reach
out to more students. One way
this they hope to accomplish
this is by putting together a
mailing list and sending out
fliers to the student body and
by organizing and hosting
several major events includ-
ingparties with live music. "We
feel it's important to reach out
to other students including
, non-Jewish ones," says
" .Schechter.
Now that the consolida-
tion process is winding down,
the Jewish Society has united
all members to host a tradi-
tional Passover holiday Seder
at club hours on March 21. At
the event an explanation ofthe
holiday's history win be pro-
t videdalongwith the traditional
food which will be served. The
,~.lIt Society has extended an invi-
tation to all Jewish and non-




leadership problems of the
past, but it ultimately acted as
a harbinger for a more orga-
nized association of students.
"The four clubs have become
one Jewish society to encom-
pass everyone and everything,
but we're now a moreconser-
vative Jewish community,"
says Spitz. «We will cater to all
Jewish students in the school,
and through this we hope to
expand the club."
Schechter feels this ex-
pansion will only happen by
increasing the level ofstudent
involvement. "We are pushing
for more students to join and
for the extent of their involve-
ment to increase," she says.
Join Dr. Diane Ducat, CUNY Faculty Member, Researcher
and Corporate Consultant, Wednesday, March 27, 5:00
to 6:30, Room 528, 46 E. 26th Street ' ' - ,.... " ..
(
For additional information contact Dr. Patricia ,lmbimbo,:447-352i1' i'
Career Exploration Resource Center, Room 1711, 360·Pa'rk-AvenueSoUth.-
What is DISCOVER?
DISCOVER isan interactive computer·based careerplanning program which can
help you learn more about yourself and find occupations that may be right for you. Itwill
provide you withinfonnayion about yourself, occupations, schools and programs of study,
The system includes:
• an inventory to help you know where you are now in your career planning.
• inventories to measure your interests, abilities, experi ences and values '
• ways to develop a list ofoccupations you should ex pore
• ways to kJenti~majors reJated to these occupations .
• extensive information about occupations and schools
• financial aid information




Discuss the unique aspects of leadership, power and
authority for women in the corporate and work world.
Find out about your own leadership orientation and
style.
Continued from Front Page
The proposal of consoli-
dation initially was not
unanimously accepted by the
members ofall clubs, but they
eventually 'saw that it was
beneficial for the clubs to
merge.Schechter says that the
members were very positive
about consolidation, but all '
were concerned about the pos-
sibility oflosing funding. "The
perception was that the budget
would be greater consolidated
than if the clubs remained
separate, but the budgets of
the four clubs will be com-
bine-d," says Schechter.
For the Jewish clubs the
consolidation win solve some
4 • Ticker News • March 13, 1991
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Join Dr. Debra Nournolr. Psychologist and Corporate
Consultant
Tuesday, March 19, 12:45 to 2:30
Globus Lounge, Room 1704, 360 Park Avenue South
CELEBRATE WOMEN1S HISTORY'MONTH
. Attend Workshops SponsoredN~Y'
The Career Exploration Resource Center And The Office of Counseling and Psychological Services
Breaking the Glass Ceiling: Understanding What it
Takes for Women to Reach Top Managerial Positions
What does it take for women to enter the executive suite?
What factors propel women upward?
What factors derail women?
How do successful women executives develop on the "
job?' , '
Explore these important issues In this informative work-
shop.
Members ofHillel.
,.,Th~ careerExploration,ResourcecenteT-a~~m;eS the opportunity toryouto
discover -DISCOVER
t- ............... -~ .... t, .. ·~· ...... 11 ~
I - .... ", ,,-.. I... .. '- ..
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Children Of The Sun
The Revolutionary Generation
With an Open Mind
Hey AI...Got a Minute!
By Vincent Brian Gillis ager A1 Bianchi made two cru- charisma were tailor made for
Whatever happened to our cial mistakes. His first was the "young greyhounds" that
beloved New York getting into a power struggle loved to run up and down the
Knickerbockers? It was only witb the coach, Rick Pitino, court. He let them express
two short years ago that they They were consistently run- themselves through the excit-
were the "darlings" of the city. ning and pressing his oppo- ·ing style he had brought to
They had a fast, exciting style New York and was certain he
ofplay that brought electricity "There was a had "his" team on the right
to the "mecca" of basketball, track.
Madison Square Garden. did - But it was never really "his"
There was a confidence build- ,con) I ence team. Bianchi was in charge
ingamongboththeplayersand building among andwouldhaveithiswayorno
their fans, thatnomatte-rwhat way. His way did not agree
the score was or how much b th th I with Pitino's philosophy so
time was left on the clock, they 0 e payers Pitino eventually left and took
could pull outany victory. With d th . fa s his magical ways to the Uni-
thistypeofmagicsurrounding an etr n, versityofKentucky. Heisstill
them, the Knicks went on to that no matter weaving his magic throughout
win the Atlantic Division that Lexington. The "wildcat" pro-
year with an impressive record what the score gram, which is on probation, is
of52 wins and 30 losses. After gettingmore notorietyfor their
a successful "sweep" of the was or how winning ways than for their
Philadelphia 76ers in the past NCAA violations. The
opening round of the play offs, much time was Knicks could sure use some of
they woul d eventually succumb . that magic right about now.
to the Chicago Bulls in the lett on the.clock, Bianchi's second mistake
Eastern Conference semi-fi- J l carne when he wanted to
nals. They had a lot to be th Id i " change the Knicks' exciting,
proud of that year and their ey COU w n. Western Conference style of
future looked bright. So what play to a more deliberate, half-
went wrong? nent, that later in the game court style. This was a move
Well ... why don't we start at fatigue would certainly begin done out of panic and with no
the top. After their loss to the to show in the opposition. He patience what so ever. You
Chicago Bulls, General Man- felt his enthusiastic style and Continued on Page 8
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those ofthe individual wri.ters, and d~ not ne~~sari~y represent
the opinions of The Tickereditoriat staff. The Ticker accepts only typewritten and s,g~ectopm,on preces?f ~t
more than 750 words from Baruch CoUege students. Publication of Op-Eds are contingent upon an Edltonal
board vote. Letters must be no more than 300 words and signed. Nameswill be withheld upon request. Address




APresidential Call For Action
To the Editor:
By now, all ofyou are keenly aware of the proposed cuts in the
Governor's Executive Budget. If these impending cuts are
implemented, the impact on the Baruch community will be
devastating.
Many ofyou know all too well that an increase in tuition and
a cut in financial aid will affect drastically the aspirations and
achievements of both you and your fellow students. For this'
reason, I urge you to participate in the letter-writing campaign
nowunder way on our campus. It is imperative that you register'
your' concerns with elected officials in the New York State
Assemblyand SenateinAlb~ny.Remind them that the economic
security ofthe State depends upon your success. Let them know
that these proposed cutsare unacceptable andthat without their
intervention your timely progress toward graduation will be
impeded if not eliminated. let them understand that decency
and fairness require that your dreams not be deferred.
Not only should you write to your elected officials, but you
should encourage your families and friends towrite to write too.
Ifyou need additional form letters, you may contact the Office of
Student Development. Of course, you may compose your own
letters as well.
Let us use this constructive way to make ourvoices heard. The
more we communicate with our legislative representatives, and
articulate ourveryreal educational concerns, the greater chance
we have to reverse the current executive proposals.
...
Tillle To Clean House
By Newton Brunache concentrating on "upward rno- of knowledge, spirituality,
There is a war going on in bili ty,"for example, we become prosperity, and happiness.
academia.an on-goingstruggle selfish and focus all of our at- _ As our essence of life did not
between the present student tention on our individual sue- originate in this corrupt na-
body and the legislative au- cess, thus leaving our commu- tion, we will pursue the ways
thorities of the land. What we nity behind to be exploited by of our ancestors all the way to
the students are fighting for is the ones who have already the Creator, so that our path
to achieve success. We will reached the top ofthe pyramid. would be in synch with the
stand up for' what is properly Real education will reveal to Universe. All life in our envi-
ours and courageously declare us that although our cornmu- ronment are the products of
ourselves and our position to nitiesaround the world (called the planetEarth, which in turn
the opponent.' Third World, ghettos, reserva- is a detachment or offspring of
We are the Children of the tions, etc.) are now in an ourstarcalledtheSun. Conse-
Sun, also known as the people alarming state of impoverish- quently, all of us need this
of color, who make up a rna- rnentithas notalways been so; common astral body in the
jority of CUNY. We are now in fact, from the dawn of his- heavens to shedits solarenergy
pursuingan education that will tory, we were living in the upon its children's inhabita-
enable us to improve ourselves tion in their mother's
and communitywhich we come "We will stand up womb(Earth'ssurface)sothat
from, and this we will accom- vegetation can manufacture
plish against the odds of a for what is prop- nutrients to feed us, and also
falling civilization that is for- to penetrate our body through
everdevisingmeans tokeep us erly ours and the melanin pigmentation of
down. Despite the indoctrina- our skin and warm us with
tion that we receive from the courageously physical and spiritual wisdom,
academic curriculum, media, thus directly Linking us with
and cor.porate marketing declare ourselves the rest of Creation. By the
schemes of the ruling class, universal laws of nature,
those that are perceptive and our position therefore we wJ11 travel in the
To the Editor: among us are still aware ofour path of evolution as one unit,
Why should student activity fees be misappropriated. Why true origin and destiny in the to the opponent." one people under the sun, for
should the student center be reserved for non-student use. We universe. we are of common parentage,
pay one hundred dollars for the use of the student center and With this in perspective, real highest civilizations known to facing the same obstacles and
outsiders book kiddie parties in student center lounges. education is what we use to the humanrace. No thought- confronting the same enemy.
This isjusta little bit ofwhat corruption exists in the so-called fulfill our purpose. Thismeans ful scholar can compare an- Due to the opposition's ex-
administrative and managerial sector of the student center. that we reject the values, cient nations such as Kamit ploitationanddominance ofOUT
Some try to rationalize the problem away by saying "Baruch definitions, arid history given (Egypt), Ethiopia,]ndus Val- lands, resources, and people,
pays the lowest student activity fee among all CUNY schools." to us by the very people whom ley, China, or even Anahul and of course .due to slavery,
This is ridiculous. That's just another ploy to squeeze more we are fighting, for they are (Mexico) 'with the pr'esen t . many ofus have been forced to
money to pay for their private, restrictedpro~~sanE:.~~~r.~.~·-+-~c_~_.. ~di_c_~~~_~_oo_~r.~~a_t?~e..:..!?x, _.. ~~~terQ...ci~lization in tenn~_.~ _.. ~_ .. Conti'!ued onPgge ii- .~
vouchers, luncne's~'salm{es:etc..:~ None"of these .people are_" ...
irreplaceable and all are expendable! At a time when the state
is talking tuition increases, there should be an investigation into
how and where the money is being spent now. We can not and
will not accept employees ofthe public who abuse their positions
and disrespect the needs of the very people they are to serve!
Students and the clubs they are involved in should be angry and
appalled as I am. The majority of the clubs have trouble
requesting rooms as it stands.
We do not have access to records that give information on who
requests rooms. Just a little insight: The request form reads
March 15, Oak Lounge 9Am-3Pm JESSIE'S BIRTHDAY. DO
NOT LIST! Why the covert activity? Why all the secrets?! This
is just ONE form I inadvertently came across. There is no
estimation as to how many times per-year this happens. Ifyou
participate in or advocate covert activity, you have something to
hide or are doing something detrimental to the students. The
students are very angry and will not take it!!
Students United Against Cuts
To the Editor:
It was brought to my attention that many students were upset
about some of the chants that were rallied to on the twenty-first
ofFebruary. I apologize for any material that mayhave offended
anyone.
Many of the insensitive chants were incitied by people outside
ofour organization. I assure you that none ofthese chants were
started by me, or my associates on the Day Session Student
Government. We are presently taking measures to ensure that
this will not happen again at future rallies. . .
The new chants that we are working on will center on unifying
Baruch. This is a struggle that has to be fough t by everyone,
including the faculty and administration. So we would appreci-
ate everyones cooperation.
Many people are asking, 'why protest?' Well, if we do not
protest, we will have to live with the possibility of no summer
sessions more crowded classes, a 12 credit limit, and a longer
sYlY at the college. In addition, we would be inviting further cuts
and a possible $3000 tuition in future years. . ..
We at the DSSG are trying to unite Baruch against tuition
increases and budget cuts. We do not want, nor do we desire to
divide our diverse population. We are in the firm beliefthat the
people, the students and Baruch united will never be defeated.
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This, they say, is why Gronski was selected so
quickly.
We don't buy it.
The government's explanation has two gaping
holes. First, it assumes that everyone involved
was aware of how the constitution dealt with
vacancies. Yet neither Lee nor Gronski knew,
and although there is no evidence that the
executive council did not know the rule', there is
also no record of any objection to council's vio-
lation of procedure. If they did know, they
weren't telling.
Second, the explanation makes it seem as
though council made a conscious decision to
override constitutional procedure because of
the emergency situation. Clearly, this was not
the case. There was no debate. There was no
discussion. There was no vote. There is nothing
to indicate that council was aware oftheiraction.
The DSSG must learn that their constitution
is there for a reason. To violate it on the grounds
that they just don't know what it says is com-
















DSSG's Rules of Disorder
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Adam Gronski became chairman ,of council of
the Day Session Student Government after
James Lee's sudden resignation on Feb. 28.
While Gronski is a dedicated memberofstudent
government who has shown his leadership abil-
ity as chair ofthe club chartering committee, his
rapid selection casts serious doubt on council's
knowledge of the DSSG constitution.
There is no question that the move clearly
violates Article VIII, Section 4, which explicitly
states that council vacancies are to be filled by
"the candidate with the next highest total vote
count from the appropriate constituency," and
that if there be none, "after two weeks ofpublic
notice, the council will receive open nomina-
tions," with an election to follow. This procedure
was not carried out. -,.~
Since it was understood that the next person
in line for the chair did not want the position, an
election in accordance with the rule was in
order. Government members claim that the
urgency ofcurrent times made council desire to
expedite the resolution ofunexpected scenarios.
went to college, butsays she's
just as happy anyway. "My
life couldn't have turned out
much better than it is now; It
doesn't take college to be
successful in every case. I
have my students. I'm
successful."
What about some of the
students of the past? Does
she like them better than the
students of today? "That's
cornier than ever. Heck no!
Every generation is as sweet
Continued on Page 10
African CuI ture.,"according to
Moore.
Highlighting the culmination
of women's history month at
Baruch the African Students
associationinconjunction with
the Baruch Women of Color
Network will present an
evening with Distinguished
Broadcast --journalist,
Rosemari Mealy of WBAI
Radio. The topie will include
Women of color in the
Diaspora. It will be held in the
24 Street faCulty lounge, room
, 522, from 6 to 9 pm on
ThursdaY,March 21.
in, that southern sta~. She
went to high school in
Baltimore, Maryland where
"I probably learned more
about boys and dating than
anything else, but that's
natural for any teenager."
Mom added, "As a matter of
fact I remember these two
students who used to go to
Baruch that were dating.
They always carne to see me
and still do. They're so cute
together. They're married to
each other now,;"She never
William Moore with a Baruch Student.
dance reflects the male as the
dominator and the woman is
there to please him."
Dr. Juanita Howard,
Chairperson of the
department of Sociology and
Anthropology andMs. Janeen
Harrison, student and a
Baruch Dance Club member
welcomed Mr. Moore.
"America has become an
African country, everywhere
you go in America you see the
effects of Africans on the
Americian-European culture.
The world isjustbeginning to
realize the domination of
be fixed until after you die. If
anything, I -try to give my
students more than just
pancakes and burgers, I also
try to make them" remember
that to get along in this world
theyhaveto be nice to others."
How does she let her students
know that? "I never let them
see a mad face."When she was
a'little girl she went to
elementary school in Virginia.
She feels that a good portion of
herhospitalitystemsfrom some
of the morals that she learned
in this case an ostrich through
movement and imitation.
"Movement and dance are a
language in Africa, a creative
language that expresses
something. African approach
not realism, but gives a sense
,ofsomethingas inthe danceof
"Ostrich," Said Mr. Moore.
He relates that African and
Greek religion are similar in
music and dance for instance
in Greek religion they danced
and prayed to Venu,. The
counterpart for Venus in
African religionisOshun.This
continued up until Roman
times and the begiRDing of
Christian Religion which
changed the nature of dance
in religion.
Sociology in the arts
according to Mr. Moore'
documents that Ballet was
created in France for the
aristocrats although only 3%
of the population ever saw
ballet. Later it spread to Italy
and Russia. The French and
Russian Revolution changed
this aspect and ballet was
made popular by Peasants.
Ballet "Dance of the
Bourgeoisie" meaning shop
owners and bankers, the well
to do of French and Russian
culture. "Dance reflects a
societies way of living," said
Mr. Moore. "You can tell a lot
about the people ofthe country
by ,how they _ express _
themselves in dance. Spanish
::::.<":',',
Ana Vourliotas serves breakfast to Baruch students.
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has theirown wayofspeaking,
reacting, and dancing.
"Music and dance go
together, there is always a
dance that accompanies a
style of music. Good African
music can be distinguished
by the fact that it makes you
want to dance," commented
My. Moore. "The basic
beginnings of African dance
comes from religion and
religious dance. The dances
associated with Santariaand
Voodoo,are a blend of
practiced African and
Caribbean religion, that puts
the-dancers in a trance state,
were the basis for what is now
African American dance."
As he lectured he showed a
portion of the film "King
Solomon's Mines" where an
African tribe performed a
dance called the Watusi. The
ecstasy and pride expressed
on the dancers' faces brought
home the pointhe was making
about the trance like state
that the dancers achieved
when dancing.
The dance of "Ostrich"
performed by an African
dancer showed those in
attendancehowAfrican dance
gives the sense of an animal
bite to eat ifyou're hungry. If
you're not hungry corne
anyw~y: 1. get excited when
you 'tell me your success
stories, and I'm a shoulder to
lean on when you have a
problem," says mom. She and
her husband Steven
Vourliotis, who works at
Aristotle's also, havechildren '
of their own. One of them is
in a partnership franchise
with Prudential Insurance
Co. Another coaches little
league baseball in Astoria,
Queens. "I'm proud ofthe way
my kids turned out, but now
'they're all grown and have
moved away. That's why I
like myjob so much: 411 ofmy
Baruchstudentsmakemefeel
needed," said Mom. "Now,
I'm interested in how their'
lives are going to tur-n
- -
out."She claims that after so
many years of serving her'
'" students :that--she-"Jle¥elr-A8S-0-
been confronted with 'a bad-
incident: no arguments,
figh ts, or in terruptions.
"Even ifI did have a problem,
my beliefis thatanythingcan
• • • • • • • • • •• • •
Students Get
NevvMorn
By Richard D. Roberts
She may not be on the Baruch
faculty, but she's certainly a
member of the Baruch
community. Some know her as
"that nice lady at the coffee
shop." Some knowher as Anna.
But many just think 'of her as
"mom away from home." Since
1978, AnnaVourliotishas been
leaving her home in Cedar
Grove, NewJersey and fighting
her way through mass transit
to get to her job. She began at
age 35, working at Aristotle's
Coffee Shop on Park Avenue
beside Baruch's 360 building.
Today, years later, she still
amves every morning at 7:30
a.m. sharp. She works not only
as a waitress there, but also
coaches "her" Baruch students
in ways that can't be taught in
Accounting 1101 or Finance
3000.
"I don't give test. There's no
midterm -or 'final.-You don't
even have to buy a book for my
class. When you come in here
all you have to do is grab a
table, and let me get you some




When many people think of
Jazz, Bee-Bop,Rhythym and
Blues and Blues, many do not
realize that these evolved from
VooDoo and other African
religious dance and rituals.
The evolvement of African
American dance from African
dance andreligious ceremonies
was -explained to students,
faculty, and guests by William
Moore, distinguished Lecturer '
and Dance Critic on February
26, 1991 The Jane Globus
Seminar Series, The School of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, The
Department of Sociologyl
Anthropology, and the Day
Session Student Government
sponsored Moore, the third,
speaker in The Jane "Globus
Lecture Series.
"My definition of culture is
not the definition of .culture
according to western culture,"
said Mr. Moore. "1 define
culture as an agreement
between people to do things a
certain way, by the way people
live together, get married, and
, their language." .
According to Moore, America
has many subcultures, there
are the ethnic cultures, youth








Continued from Page 7
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never drastically change any
type ofsystem so suddenly,for
fear of shock. Especially one
that is flourishing. You- can
add to it, by blending new ele-
ments. You can subtract from
it, by eliminating unnecessary
or useless parts. Butyou never
go from one extreme toanother,
as ifyou were goingfrom night
to day, and expect immediate
as well as similar results.
Bianchi should have learned
from the Detroit Pistons' ex-
ample. They lived :by the old
cliche, "if it ain't broke, don't
fix it." In the 1986-87 season)
the Pistons were on the verge
of beating the Boston Celtics
and getting into the NBA fi-
nals. They suffered a devas-
tating loss in the game 5 at the
Boston Garden and woul d
eventually lose the series.
Instead of changing things,
they added to their strong
points. Thefollowingyearthey
metBoston again and this time
they won and went on to the
NBA finals. They lost to the
'Los AnglesLakers.but at least
they had arrived. They had
taken the next step. Again
they strengthened their sys-
tem, determined to go ever
further. And they did! In 1989
and in 1990 the Detroit Pistons
captured the NBA crown and
have a chance this year to be-
come the first team in 25 years
to win it in 3 years in a row.
Not a bad example to follow,
huh?
Obviously Mr. Bianchi has
not learned or wishes to. He
has taken the fun out of bas-
ketball for the Knicksand thei~
fans. He let go ofour maestro,
Rick Pitino, and thatls where
the avalanche began. He
wanted to instill a mechanical,
non-reactionary system that
took away his team's greatest
assets, instincts. He traded
away a gifted young guard,
with great instincts, for an
older, more mechanical vet-
eran. Of course I'm referring
to the Rod Strickland for
Maurice Cheeks deal. And he
has boughtin an old-fashioned,
tooth-grinding coach John
Macleod. Well, he got his
dream team, ~hat happened?
A final point my readers
might relate to. Have you ever
dealt with a business and kept
your patience, only to become
dissatisfied over and over
again. You thenreach a point
where you finally need tospeak
to someone with authority.
Someone whohas over-seen the
whole situation, like a man-
ager! Well I guess Its time to
talk to that manager... Hey Al,
got a minute!
~J()'N'f'll~l\I~NIY.
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illuminates the darkened life
ofthe west, we can almost feel
our God and ancestors from
the eastern civilizations moti-
vating our thoughts and ac-
tions during our battle in the
western civilization. We re-
main confident of or eventual
mumph becauseithasalready
been written in many ancient
texts, from the Pyramid texts
to the Bible, Quran, I-Ching
and all other literatures that
remain to be discovered.
To the students of Baruch
Collegeand the CityU niversity
of New York: Have no fear in
your struggle for your rightpf
education, and know that the
people of the oppresses world,
the majority of the globe from
which most ofyou come from is
behind you all the way and is
dependent upon your stance
against an enclosed, selfish,
andcold-heartedopponent who
has no love for humanity.
Get theA1&T CallingCard and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak YQ':ll" mind...Because Our Calling Card is part of the AT&TStudent Saver
nowwhen you ge~ your free AT&TCalling Card, you'll Plusprogram, a whole package of products and services
get your first 15-mmute call freet . designed to make a students budget go farther
r ~;;' With your AT&TCalling Card, So lookfor AT&TCalling Cardapplications on
CAIl6IgOint you cap. call from almost anywhere campus. Or call us at 1800 525~955,Ext. 655.
83b 000 blat) 1111. to anywhere. And you can keep . Arid let freedom ring. '
~~::~x 'A';'~ your card, even ifyou move and
'~1l}; 5jo OQ8 bltlO I H, get a newphone number. AIm: Helping make college-lifea little easier.
Children
\ 1 I,. ~ ~ • ",:. I .....
*A 1!J,OO value for3 coast-to-coast Calling Cardcall, Applies to customer-dialedcalls made during
the Al&T Night~'eekend calling period: llprn to Sam, Sunday through Thursday and llpm
Fridav through 5pm Sunday. You mayrecerve more or less callingtime depending on where and
when vou call. Applications must be received by December 31. 1991.
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Continued from Page 7
overcrowd ourselves in dete-
riorate sl urns and otherforgot-
ten parts of the presently rul-
ing nation in order to survive
this era of living hell, from
European imperialism to the
Final Confrontation. While
dwelling in the Belly of the
Beast, a few -of us have' been
fortunate enough to receive an
education greatly needed for
suffering nations. Now that
we have become the bulk of
, New, York city's college cam-
puses, the opposition has de-
cided to increase out tuition
and cut our services because
they know that they can only
oppressanignorant people; the
wiseandeducatedwin nothave
somebody who appears late in
history controlling their des-
tiny and way oflife. But as the
sun rises from the east and





150 PauJarino Ave.; Suite 190,
Costa~ CA92626
1-800-441-2337
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-Guests:
L Know your limit-stay within it.
2. Know what you're drinking.
3. Designate a non-drinking driver.
4. Don't let a friend drive drunk.
S. Call a cab if}W're not sober-
or not sure.
Hosts:
6. Serve plenty of food.
7. .Be.responsible forfriends· safety.
8. Stop serving a1cQhoI as the party
winds down.
9. Help a problem drinker
by offering }OOr support.
10. Set a good example.
When you party,
.remember to•••
room 440 in the 26th street·
building.. -
The club meets regularly
during dub hours in room 431
ofthe same building. The club
has tutors available for mostof
Baruch's CIS classes, STA
classes and OPR·classes. Also,
CQMS will hire students to
tutor in classes and pay them
eight dollars perhour,
Besides tutoringall students,
CQMS works hard at helping
CIS students learn about job
opportunities in the computer
information systems - job
market. .
Each week, during club
hours, CQMS invites different
guest speakers to answer
questionsabout the currentjob
market and to accept and look
overstudent resumes. The club
also has resume writing and
interview taking workshops. .
CQMS also sponsors trips
and raffles.. One trip in the
works currently is a trip to
Boston to visit the Computer
Museum and a raffleling of
tickets to win software
packages. The raffles are the
main source ofrevenuefor the
club because CQMS does not
charge for tutoring.
Although CQMS is a
computer club, it is not a
technical club. It offers a wide
range of interesting topics
within the computer industry
and any person living in the
"computer age" should feel
comfortable in being a part of
the club to keep up with the











receive tutoring to overcome
actual problems that they are
having in their classes orjust
give them a boostofconfidence
in what they are doing.
Students normally would
have to pay eight to fifteen
dollar.s per hour to receive
tutoring services. This cart
become a large fi nancial
burden which discourages
students from requesting the
help that they truly need. That
is why it is important for
students toknowabout the free
tutoring service offered by the
Computer and Quantitative
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Computers Can
Be Your Friend Too
By Petek Kent
Even though -computers are
being used greatly these days,
and in many ways throughout
society, they do instill fear in
some people. Since Baruchhas
,had incredible budget cuts, it
cannot afford to offer different
sections in each computer class
for the varied - level s of
experience that people have
using computers (such as an
introductory CIS 3258 and an
intermediate CIS 3258) which
would help the professors in
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That's mine and Sam's
language for four eggs on "two
plates; or rye toast, or a grill
cheese sandwich.
A graduate student at
Baruch, Micheal Fears, who
passing the exam and completing their college
education, cadets become eligible to enter the very





NYC Police Officers start their careers at $29,475,
with 20 vacation days rincreasing after 5 years to
$44,751 With 27 vacation days. COllege graduates enjoy
a competitive advantage when it comes to moving
up the promotional ladder: All uniform promotions
require varying degrees of college. The NYPD also
offers a full range of scnotarsnros towards Masters,
Ph.D. and Law Degrees.
CAN YOU LEAD US INTO THE
21ST CENTURY?
For complete details on what
the NYPOcadetCorps '
could mean to your future, call:
NYPD IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
(212) 693-CADT
was eating breakfast- at -the- . T;o- ~th;r· ;tud~nts Diana
littletablebythewindow~d,. -Re.Pd.all~iaPyrosJboth
'. ; ~.c~ou ~now~~ll'ppe.r.j~l§,-.~y they have
.~ . f~,"'don't ~'-been comi~g to Aristotles for.
" I- don't .g... ive ,~:~7e~~~~~1~:~~~~S::;~
"heardsomeof "shemakes us 'eat soup when
the other we're sick.•, _._
Th · students call Another· waitress attest ere IS her Mom. Aristotles Lorraine Ramano• - -. She al ways says that she and' Anna have
knows what I their "tits" and "tats"
want: a stack sometimes, butit's always over
of pancakes in about five minutes. "But
~n.d a" lar~e what can you expect, when
JUI~e, said during tn.e breakfastand lunch
M 1 c h e a I rush we're both fighting to
wh~'s been plac~ our customer's orders
corning to eat with Sam at the same time?
~ith mom We both try to get the food on
since 1986. the table first. Wejoke about it
"One ti me over coffee after the rush is
after a four over." The owner of the coffee
month summer break' ~he shop and Morn's boss, Nick
surprised me byrememben~g Tsinias, says, "She's good. No
my usual order. She s complaints. "What can you
definitely a cut above." say~"
When asked how businessis
doing these days, Nick hardly
has time to reply when Mom,
coming back from' waiting on
two of her students, replies,
"I'll tell you what hurts
business the most: them budget
cutsand tuition increasesbeing
forced on my babies. How can
they afford to come to school
when all of that stuff is going
on? I want my kids to not only
be able to pay for tuition, but :
also have enough money left
over to buy nice clothes and
hot meals. I had a niece that
wasn't able to go to college,
because of.financial problems.
You know what happened to
her? She had a baby out of
wedlock, and now she can't
even find a job. She had to go
on welfare. I think it's better if
the government pays for four
years ofcollege instead offorty
_years· of -welfare." Aristotle's
business also suffered when
the school cafeteria opened up
on the 5th floor of the 26th
street building not long' ago.
Mom claims that she still gets
most of her older students, but
worries that she may not get to
meet some of the newer ones.
"I just want to make sure that
they're being treated right, and
that they're getting enough to
eat, I hope some of the new
students will come to see me; I
don't know what I would do if
the older ones graduate, and
there's no new flock for me to
tend." "Mom" says that mostly
she just wants to be nice to the .
students, but when asked to '
sum how she fits into the'
Baruch family she says, "I look :
at this little coffee shop as a
another class room, and I'm
Mom slash prof~~r. When
my babies get ~re in· the
morning for their coffee and
scrambled eggs sometimes
they're all bright eyed and
bushytailed, and sometimes
they look like they're still in
the bed. I tell them when they
need to hurry so they want be
late for their classes; I know
my kids' schedules. I even
know when they're skipping
classes; I tell tnem thai ain't
good, too. Ifthey look like they
are down in the dumps I try to
give them a boost. I tell them
to go out there, and show them
what you've got. I know they
can do it ifthey set their minds
to it. 1just try to show them
how morals, and ethics, and
energetic persona1i ties
intertwine with Management,





Could Use An Exu-a
817,4'0.
.. "Mom"
For communi-ty-minded college men and women, -the NYPD
Cade"t Corps offers you booth financial assistance and a head
start on a rewarding caeeen
With the goal Of increasing the educattonarievet of
the Police Department while establishing a training
ground for "POlice Executives of the 21st century",
the NYPD has embarked upon an innovative two year
apprenticeship program targeted towards COllege




cadets receive tuition assistance of $3,000, and over
$14,490 in total compensation for fUll-time summer
and part-time school-year emplovrnent.
VlSIBD.ITY AND
RESPONSIBILITY
Working together with police officers in the
Community, cadets gainvaluable leadership
experience solving community problems, teacmnq
crime prevention strategies, assisting senior citizens,
organizing youth related acnvtrtes and learning
police procedures. Part-time' work during the school
year affords cadets the flexibility of working up to 60
hours a month With a work schedule that
accommodates your academic schedule.
PROMOTION TO POLICE
OFFICER
Once accepted into the cadet Corps, students take
the next Police Officer'S Entrance Exam; upon
10 • Ticker Perspectives • March 13, 1991
leave a big tip just because I'm
nice to them. I do this because








k .n 0 w
hundreds of
students, but
sad to say I'm







see t he m
coming in the
door I holler at Sam our tall,
dark, and handsome chef in
the kitchen, to give me a42, or
a whiskey down, or a -Jack.
Continued from Page 9
as the next. I love them all,"
she exclaims. Do any of the
students that have graduated
evercome back tosee her? "Oh,
of course, they do. Some of
them are workingover there at
Metropolitan Life. They still
come in here just like when
theywerestudents. Somehave
moved away, but I see some of
the other-s occasionally. I still
get Mother's Day cards and
Christmaspresents from many
of them. I save them all, too."
Who were the biggest tippers:
the students of the past or of
the present? "What kind of a
question is' that? They're all
about the same, but I don't
care about the tips as much as
I do about my kids' futures. I
don't want them comingin here
expecting that they have to
... - - - - - .- - - - - . - - 0- - - - - .- _... ~
- - -- - - ----.- -- --- - - - - --. - - - - - .. ~
,--
available for the NES. A four
megabyte chip!
• Double Dragon III by
Acclaim. The popular martial
arts seriescontinues withmore




c/o The Ticker, 137 E.22nd.













Answers to Last Week's~Quiz
There's defini tely good.
imaginationatworkhere. NTV
International Corporation's
Isolated Warrior Iooks like an
A-.





action (see photo). -
• Pool OfRadiance from FCI.
The second official Advanced
Dungeons & Dragons game
to beat. Stand at the bottom,
just right ofthe middle of the
screen, and launch a few
grenades. That's it for the first \.
stage.
other-tips:
• the screen scrollsveryslowly,
so, unless you know what's
ahead, don't walk too far
toward the end of the screen.
Wait until it stops.
• whenever possible, use the
spray gun on soldiers and the
flame gun on armor and
vehicles.
• in this game, unlike most
others of the same genre, you
can stand inaposition toShoot
diagonally. TIlls is helpful in
beating . several bosses,
especially those in areas 2 and
3.
• take note of the boxes' Irem. America#s MetiJBtorm NEs. .
contents. They're always the
same. "
• try not -to assemble heavy
barrel in non-threatening
areas. See if you can pick up
thesixth piecejustasyoureach
the most dangerous points.
In time you'll learn the
patterns of the game and
develop s.trategies to combat
the onslaughtmosteffectively.
The game is easier than most
at the start, but the real
difficult stages lie at the end.
Graphically, I'm afraid to say
'that Data.East had as much
success as did Atari in
Simulating3-Deffects;.~the
ending' 'is , equally
disappointing. No passwords
here, but there is ~ limited
continue feature. It- i~,'a;n
inexpensive game though.
Finally, this game bears
uncanny resemblance to a
game I'll review next trine.
HeauyBarrel 'gets a B ~;"v. '
A few'weeks ago NTVIC
released a brand new Game
PitK-enniTea1'sOl(ited"Wamor:-- .u
, .. ".'" - ..-" '--._-_._-~.. - ..•.~"'., ...~.- -.._---
It'sanotherfuturisticsave-the-
planet space game. While the
theme may be trite, there are
enough fresh aspectsaboutthis
adventure that should keep it
from being pigeon-holed with
others out on the market.
The story centers around
Max Mavenck, the last soldier
remaining-on the world ofPan.
Aliens have invaded, intenton
consuming everything - and
everyone. With eight different
power-up items and a unique
ongoing, interactive sys~mof
choosing weapons; our' hero
hopes todestroyall ofthe more
than forty dift"erentenemies
.and free'his planet.
The game play is relatively
simple (your basic "fire and
jump"kind), butthereare some
strategies that can help.
Increase your firepower by
, choosing either the spreading
beamor the focusing beamand
then picking up only those
power-up items when they
flash the con-esponding letter.
However, be warned: there's a
split-second .delay in the
player's picking up ofan item.
This pause is long enough for
the lett;eron the module to
'change. Also, bombs don't
dissipate as quickly when
dropped from the air in the
middle of a jump as they do
when thrown from the ground.
Ajumpwithasomersaultgives
youmoreground distancethan
an ordinary leap, as well.
Thisgameisaprime example
ofan effective 3-D perspective
and sharp graphics. A big plus
'is the fact that .there's a
password for every stage as








The Attack isback. This time (and his brother) in action, you
around we have three reviews know what games you want.
(instead oftwo), andalso three Should you be up-to-date with
previews of Game Paks that the Super Mario Bros. series,
will hit the shelves of stores there'san oldergamefeaturing
soon. They're definitely worth the brothers called Wrecking
looking for. In the meantime Creio that few people know
we'll take a look at what's about today. Still, Dr. Mario is
already available. a colorful, fun game that many
The first game we'll look at people are going to enjoy,
in this edition is Nintendo's especially those few who are
own Dr. Mario. Yes, our unfamiliar with Tetris.
favorite Italian plumber is Personally, Ijust can't wait for
back, andhe's comea long way. Super Mario Bros. 4to be
Perhaps he got his bachelor's released. Dr. Mario by
degree in between his battles Nintendo gets a C+.
with DOnkey Kong, and 'then With Heavy Barrel, Data
went to medical school while East USA has another NES
adventuring in the Mushroom version of an arcade hit.
Kingdom. Nonetheless, he's Released about one year ago,
now a doctor. It's just too bad it's your ordinary military
that, likeit was said in the T.V. mission, complete with various
commercial, Dr. Mario is "not weapons and challenges. But
what you think." , then there's the heavy, baQ"el
In this brain game Mario's gun. Parts of it are scattered
only action is throwing around the different si tesyou'll
medicine capsules intoa bottle encounter in locked boxes. Of
ofriinaomlY~poSi·tione-dVli-1.iSes." course~ jou- riet~(rto'lina-lne­
in attempt to destroy them. keys to these lockers, and all
Get any combination of four thewhileyou'llalsobeshooting
pills or viruses in a row- and and bombing terrorists and
they disappear. Sound a little their armaments, including
likeTetris, yet? HoIdon,there's tanks, planes, helicopters and
an added twist to this game. gun turrets. There are seven
Thevirusescomeinthreecolors moderatelychallengingstages
- red, yellow and blue - and to keep you interested.
the vitarnixi capsules come In- - Thefirst stage, the sunace
six varietiesof the same three defenses, isprettyeasybutstill.
colors, either one or two-color very important, as you'll learn
combinations. The concept is alotaboutgamepattemshere.
simple: match the same color Shoot all enemy soldiers,
halves of the pills with the especially the red ones; they
corresponding viruses. And hold the keys. Unlock the first
initially, the gameplayisquite . box(walkoverit)andyou'llget
addicting. super grenades, the most
There are a few problems powerful weapon activated by
with this game, however. The the"})D button. While fighting
first and most obvious the terrorists, skip the second
observation is, as has been . box but get the third; this
stated, itssimilaritytoanother contains the spray pellet gun.
NESgame. Who would want to Continue to pick up keys (you
buy two games that are have a four key maximum
basically analogous? The next carryingcapacity)andwalk the
tbing noticed is the size ofthe soldier on, bearing right as
bottle, the play field, so to much as possible. Avoid the
speak. ,Proportionately, it's tankandhead down the bridge
only about one-third of the using the spray gun to clear
screen; that's a lot of space, your path of enemies. Unless
referring to -the other two- you get killed or run out of
thirds, thatis used simply for ammunition, don't unlock any
score and level information. more boxes.
Even the pillsand viruses are At the end ofthe bridge you'll
tiny, making long sessions of encounterahe1icopter.Destroy
game play extremely hard on it with grenades; this will be
the eyes. It wouldn't. be good practice for learning their
surprising ifVisine sales went trajectories. The first box off
up when this Game Pak was thebridgeholdsa pieeeofbeavy
releaSed late last year! And barrel. Move on toward the
finally, you'll realize that this intersection. Continue
.game has absolutely nothing shooting the soldiers, and then
to do with Mario at all. The bolttowards the upper right-
~keters'at Nintendo were handcomerofthe screen. Move
just smart in figuring out one outbehind the second tankand
thing - Mario sells. - proceed. The bose of this
If you can't get enough.of perimeter' is some kind of
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Richard P. Keeling, M.D.
Chair of the American College
Health Association's Task Force on AIDS
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script. Not only part six of the
old television series, but there
have been some rumors about
a movie version of the "Next
Generation," which has
reached the middleofits fourth. ,
season, whereas the original
series only had three seasons.
More rumors heard over the
grapevine about"StarTrek VI"
is that they might recast the
rolesofKirk, Spack and McCoy
because Shatner, Nimoy and
Kelley have gotten too old
looking to pass as aggressive





Catwoman but The Penguin
instead. - -Now, if you think
about the Penguin and all the
actors in Hollywood, there is
really only one who fits the
role and that's the one' who
Warner picked. .That actor is
none other' than the television
.and film funnyman Danny
DeVito, (yeah, now that you
think about it he' does fit the
role perfectly).
"Star Trek VI" has been
approved by Paramount
Pictures, but there has yet to
be any information on the
l, '.. .+:' .";;-4P-:~.
Robert De Niro as David Merritt, in "Guilty By Suspicion. "
"The Grifters." George Wednt
who plays Norm on "Cheers,"
playsalong side De Niroin this
film, which 'seriously lifts his
. film credits substantially.
Once again the film opens on
FridayMarch 15,and promises
to be a thriller and thought
provoking. (But aren't most
moviemakers considered to
communistsstill today).
More news on "Batman 2."
Listen close now, Michael
Keaton has been signed to play
Batman.again.The villain for
this film is not going to be




who was forced to leave a
prosperous career in
Hollywood in the 1950's due to
blacldisting~' "I was
immediately taken by John's
account of the devastating
effect that blacklisting had on
his entire life," says Winkler.
Winkler callshim an American
successful at his career, who
had suddenlybeen cast outand
shunnedbyhispeersasaresult
of his political beliefs.
The film is written and
directed by Irwin Winkler. It
stars Robert De Niro as David
Merrill, Annette Bening as his
ex-wife Ruth and George
Wendt, as Merrill's long time
companion Bunny Baxter.
The film has three oscar
winners or nominees already.
Winkler has produced such
masterpieces as "Goodfellas,"
"Raging Bull," "The Right
Stuff," "Betrayed," "New York,
New York" and all five "Rocky"
movies.
De Niro has starred in three
of those films "Raging Bull,"
which he won the best actor
oscar for, and, also in
"Goodfellas," and "New York,
New York." And then there is
Annette Bening who has just
been nominated for best
supporting actress for the film
--- ~-----'.--:--r-_'- " -:",_, _._
On Friday March 15, Warner
Brothers Pictures is set to
release the dramaticrecreation
of the Congressional Un-
American hearings that
accused some of the greatest
creative minds ofHollywood'of
being communists.
"Guilty By Suspicion" is the
story of David Merrill, an
incredibly gifted film director
that, who through thejealousy
of studio chiefs who once
wanted him to work-for them.
The story moves on and
Merrill is accused ofcommunist
actions, but all he has to do is
purger himself and give the
names of the other people he
met with at those scattered
"leftist" meeti ngs, and he can
go back to his prosperous career
and the two major films just'
wai ting for hi m to direct them.
What does he do? Does he give
the House Un-American
Activities Committee (HUAC)
names? Or, does he stand his
ground and fall into contempt
and eventually sent to jail?
The story is a epitaph to all
the creative minds of
Hollywood, whose lives,
friendships, families and
careers were ruined by one
man's paranoid search for
power and glory.
The story was created when
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Best Actress NOminee,A(eryl Streep,./or
"Poetcards From~ Edge. " _."
"Dances WithW-olves," AI Wolves." Look out for Annette
Pacino for "Dick Tracy," and Bening, a cross between
Joe Peci in "Goodfellas." Marilyn Monroe and Gloria
"Longtime Companion," is not Orahme., She' plays a dizzy
a much talked about film, but and dangerous woman, who
Bruce Davison does show will begivingWhoopi Goldberg
dealing with. AIDS in a truly a supposed shoe-in an upset as
. c01l!pelling~lly~.,ijeshould!>e ,t~e~nne~~ .~ .'
guaranteed an,:award by the ' In 'putting .a film together
end of the night. you need a reputable cast. The
~~piGoldberg ~as truly a director 6cal1s the shots and.
spark in "Ghost," as a psychic .deeideshow an actor oractress
"in the linkage of reality and should portrtlythe character.
believing in the supernatural. Edged out of this' categoryis
For that she was recognized Penny Marshall for
with a best supporting actress "Awakenings: and she would
nomination. ShirleyMacLaine have been the first American
was not recognized (butshould womahnominated for best
have been) for her role as the director. Fortunately, there
domineering 'mother in were other 'films with
"Postcards From The Edge," memorable direction. Kevin
Other nominees are Annette ~stner,_for-;-"Dances With
Bening for "The Grifters," Wolye,"Franc;isF~dCoppola
Lorraine Bracco for (or--rhe Godfather Part IlL·
"Goodfellas," Diane Ladd for Martin Scorsesse for
"Wild At Heart," and Mary "Goodfellas,"StephenFrearfor
McDonnell for" "Dances WIth. " ContinuecLim. pag; 17 -
Best Actor Nominee, Kevin Costner, for" .. '
"Dances With Wolves."
Wolves," Robert De Niro in his
profound performance ofliving
life all, over again" in
"Awakenings." Gerard
Depardieu as Cyrano de
Bergerac, Richard Harris in
"The Field," and Jeremy Irons
in "Reversal of Fortune." De
Niro and Costner will be
battling head-to-head for this
award. De Niro's character
who finally comes alive after
more than two decades of a
coma touched our heart.
Costner's performance though
managed to top him in a fierce
competitive way.
With his first nomination
ever, for supporting actor, -
prominent Bruce Davison
shows off his ability in
"Longtime Companion," the
first motion picture dealing
with the problem of AIDS.
More popular actors are Andy
Garciafor "TheGodfatherPart
III," Graham Greene for
also there is "Awakenings," a
truly uplifting story, but the
biggest nominee getter is,
"DancesWith W01ves," wri tten
by, directed by and starring
Kevin Costner. This three hour
westernepicis the best western
to come along since "The
Outlaw Josey Wales," and will
probably win the best picture
award.
In the best actress category,
they overlooked Glenn Close
for herportrayal asSunnyVon
Bulowin"ReversalofFortune,"
or even Queen Gertrude in
"Hamlet." But Close has
portrayed .many roles which
the academy has not viewed as
worthy ofan oscar. The other
nominees Katy Bates for
"Misery," Angelica Huston for
"The Grifters," Meryl Streep
for"PostcardsFrom TheEdge,",
who has more than enough
awardsand nominations to her
name. And, a surprise in the'
nomination ofJulia Roberts as
the Cinderella like fairy tale in
"Pretty Woman," and look for
Joanne Woodward, whohasan
excellentchance since she won
the best actress Golden Globes
award' for "Mr'\. and Mrs~
Bridge."
Best actor categorized Kevin







On March 23, comedian Billy
Crystal will host the 63rd
Academy Awards in the LOs
Angeles ShireAuditorium. The
night promises to be a nightfor
upsetsandguaranteedawards.
As usual the films nominated
this year were well acclaimed.
and big money makers.
This year's biggest nominees
are"DancesWith Wolves,"with
12, "Goodfellas,"with six, "The
Godfather III," with seven and
"Ghost," with five.
The best picture Category
released some astonishment
when "Ghost" was nominated.
Granted, it has a $214 million '
gross for the year, and played
,for quitea whilein the theaters.
Does .this justify "Ghost" as a
fair shot or just more viewers
being intensified over which
'picture will win? Believing is
the point they were trying to
get across in the film, and the
Academy ofArts and Sciences
certainly does.
Another nominee is "The
Godfather Part III." Parts I
andn bothwon the bestpicture
award, arid their hoping that
partIllean takehome the oscar
as well. Another mafia movie
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I am proficient in: Q English only; or
. a English and a Spanish a Haitian-Creoie
APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE. DATE. _
Please return this coupon no later than APRIL 1,1991 to:
NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OFfICE OF RECRUITMENT
BUREAU OF INCENTIVE AND
SPECIALIZED RECRUITMENT PROGRAMS
65 COURT STREET,.ROOIl405
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201
ATT: S.E.P.I.T. PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Address Telephone , _




WHO~ BJuHOOAi.- AND ANTICIPATEO MONOlJNGiw.." ~edecfa& T-;.";~
Special Education for September 1991. Only incividuals who are not currendy
employed by the N.V.C. Public Schools may participate. Quafified bilingual
applicants wiD be placed. Monolingual applicants may be placed if funding is
available.
-Wherever bilingual is indicated. the languages referred to are Spanish. Haitian-Creole and
Chinese.
WHAT: TUITION ASSISTANCE
The New York City Public School system is seeking applicants with Bachelors' degrees,
including. 12 education credits. with a minimum of a 3.0 grade point average, who are
interested in a career in special education. The program will provide tuition assistance for
up to 12 credits (graduate/undergraduate) at the current City University of New York rate.
Par1icipants must agree to provide one year of service as a Teacher of Special Education
upon completiqn of the program and the attainment of appropriate New York City
certification.
WHERE: NEW YORK CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
WHEN: Immeciately
HOW: Fill in the coupon below. An application and a fact sheet describing the
program wiU be forwarded to you.
~-~--~~--------~~-----~------------------------------------------------ YES! I am Interested In the Special Education c
Professlonal-In-Training Program (S.E.P.I.n.
PLEASE PRINT IN BLACK INK
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Continued from Page 15
"The Grifters," and Barbet
Schroeder for "Reversal of
Fortune." Kevin Costner will
win thisonehands down, sorry
Coppola, but the Godfather
didn't quite make it this year.
Original song is a favorite
category for most. This year it
is a bit of a disappointment
because Roxette's "It Must
Have Been Love," or GoWest's
"King of Wishful Thinking,"
both from "Pretty Woman,"
were not nominated. Jon Bon
Jovi's "Blaze ofGlory," a hit on
the pop charts for many weeks
Continued on Page 18
For more information contact
Adwell Audiovisual
Ask for the College Desk
;16/48;-7107
Take alookat the Macintosh LC andsee
what it gives you.Then pinch yourself.
It's better than a dream-it's a Madntosh.
4,",v ~ ... t. t ~~ ..\pp1e logo and MaC"ln·osn are eg ster--c ·"ddt "')dr",S of App1t ~ .... nJputer Inc SuperOnve and The power to be )'Our best are trademarks of Ap~e Computer Inc
\'\S D'):, 5 a reglstereC trademark 01 Mlcrosot! Cor ooranon OS 215 a regIstered trademark of internanonar BUSiness MaChines Corporation
\
.~
The power to be your best"
Now \TOll r~il ~ff()rrl t() dreun ill CC)l()f- ,"--'"" .. ,............... ~, .......... ~ ...- - ~ ...-- '---"'" - ........... - ....... """--""" - ., -- - - - - - -- --
J
Ifyou thought that fmding acolor
Macintosh'system you could afford was just adream, then the
new affordable Macintosh LC isadream come true.
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers
that can display only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC
expands your palette to 256 colors. Italso comes with a
microphone and new sound-input technology that lets you
personalize your work by adding voice 'Or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easyto set up and
easy to master. And it runs thousands ofavailable applications
that all work inthe same, consistent way-so once you've
learned one program, you're well on your way to learning them
all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share information with
someone who uses adifferent type ofcomputer-thanks to the
versatile Apple" Superlnive" which can read from and write
to Madmosh MS-DOS, 05/ 2, and Apple II floppy disks.
.......
r-
--r-- .. -- -
SALSA & MERENGUE ALBUMS
1- "Con La Musica Por Dentro" .- Nino
Segarra
2- "Hot" • La Patrulla 15
3- "Todo' • Fernando Villalona
4- "Baile de Caracol" • La Banda Blanca
5- "Y Ahara de Verdad" • Johnny Rivera
6- "Dejame Vivir" ~. Tito Nieves
7- "Bachata Rosa" • Grupo 440
8- "Hernos" • Foto Rodriguez
9- "You Are My Everything" • Johnny
Ray
10- "La Guerra De Los Callados" • Joe
Arroyo
SI~I~
cannot yet manage to control
an audience as do their older
and more experienced peers.
As far as the show goes, it
startedcffgreattblackCrowes)
and only got better.(ZZ Top).
The Black Crowesare the 1965
Rolling Stones transplanted
into 1991, No mousse here,
just really good basic rock en'
roll, Among the obvious
highlights were "Hard To
Handle," "Jealous Again," and
"She Talks to Angels." But my
favorite part of the Crowes set
was when they jammed to the
Beatles' classic "Get Back.." It
was Sgt.Peppergoes toGeorgia
and boy was it good. You
haven't heard anything until
you've heard a southern rock
band cover the Beatles.
Unbelievable!
ZZ Top was well, beyond
description. Their stage set, a
used car lot, was totally cool
and the stage show was really
entertaining-especially when
the three guys in the band got
dumpedintoa trash compactor.
Lasers adorned the stage set,
projecting an image ofa naked
cowgirl on the ceiling of the
Coliseum.
"My Heads in Mississippi,"
and "Concrete and Steel" were
two of the more popular songs
from the new album. My
favori te songs were"JesusJust
Left Chicago," and the mega-
blues "Blue Jeans."
Also in the set were the usual
classics, "Tube-Snake Boogie,"
-rush," and "La Grange."
Watching ZZ Top perform
you get the impression that
they are having fun, Thegood
time atmosphere is
immediately picked up by the
audience and the net resul tis
a rockin' good time.
All.ln all, no complaints, lots _11111111
-ofsmiJes and a feeling-that flO
:::::.::::;;::::~::;:;:::;:::;:::::;:
matter what the hot new thi ng
is, you can always count on old
reliable.
with the Black Crowes (what a
great bill!) at the Nassau
Coliseum, and before I give my
rave-up review, I'd like to make
a few observations. First, I
think it's greathow established
bands like ZZTop, ACIDC, and
Aerosmith are giving new
bands a great opportunity by
'permitting' them to open up
their shows. Aerosmith has
had Dokken,White Lion, Guns-
N -Roses, Skid Rowand the
Black Crowes open at various
stops on their last two tours. It
benefi ts everyone from the
openingband whogets a chance
to develop their arena shows,
to the headliner for offering a
great bill and to the fans who
get to see it all. Second, is
something that really intrigues
me-: Without trying to sound
like I'm slagging the Black
Crowes or any of the .other
young bands, it's amazi ng what
experiene~-dees-fer a-~d.­
Despite the obvious energyand
'go for broke' attitudes ofthese
young bands, they really
I--
.J()IN 'I'III~ '1'14:I{I~I~ l\NI) Y()(J" ..I ..
II()'V 1C'IJN 'I'YI'IN4i 4:i\N IJI~
What's a band to do after it
has been around for about 15
years, and accomplished
everything they could possibly
imagine? Well, it depends.
For ZZ ·Top, the answer was
as clear as their beards are
long - get back to basics! Their
latest effort "Recycles" is a
masterpiece of blues based
hard rock with the emphasis
on blues.
As you listen to the new
album you realize how
appropriate the name
"Recycles" is for it. Although
ZZTop will never be confused
with musically progressiza.,
bands as Metallica or Jane's
Addiction, what makes
"Recycles" so enjoyable is how
they take their tried but true
formula of rockin' southern
blues and recycle it into an
~album that i$,consistent from
start tofinish. There is nothing
sfieckiAgly-new-here,but-~
things are better left
unchanged.




Continued from Page 17
was recognized. Then there is
Madonna's "Sooner or Later,"
from "Dick Tracy." Hopefully
"Blaze of Glory," will get it.
Even though ~oung Guns II"
wasn't great, the song was in
the hot spot for a long time.
This year instead of saying
"and the winner is ... ," the
presenters will be saying "and
the Academy goes to... ," which
is a truly conventional way of
announcing the winners,
because all of them are that
already.
Thursday, March 14, 6pm
Thursday, March 21, 6pm
Thursday, March 28 (4 or 6 sessions),
6-9:4~pm
Call Today! 212-866-3283
GRE and Basic Math Skills Preparation classes also available!!
June 10, 1991 NEW LSAT EXAM








LSAT Preparation class for the NEW LSAT! Classes are
taught by attorneys who use actual exams and simulated




If you plan on taking our course for the June Exam you can guarantee
tuition at current levels (save $100). Payment must be made in full
and postmarked by March 15, 1991. Fall & Winter exams require a $100
non-refundabf.e deposit.




gets to goof offabit." 'That is
when he makes time for two of
. . - - .~
his passions, going to music
concerts-he is a great fan of
Bach-.and canoeing. During
his leisure hours he "spends
time with math books," and
walks a to stay fit.
ing anytime soon: "As long as I A dedicated family man,
am healthy, I'd like to have a Markowitz and his wife have
place whereI can show uponce six children from different
a week and teach." marriages, and 11 grandchil-
This modest outlook and dren. He frequently visits his
dedication is one that is ad-father, who currently. livesin
mired by his students. He has California. "We used to all be
a reputation as an intellectual in California but we were all
and a gentleman who is al- dispersed. We had not seen
ways prepared. Kim GeWrae, our children all in one place for
a substitute. professor at 20yearssoweallassembledin
Baruch and a Ph.D student, Stockholm for the celebra-
who has been a research as- tions," he notes.
sistant for Markowitz for three A keen believer in
years, says, "I have studied unrestrained trade, Markowitz
with other Nobel prizewinners . believes the global market will
and lfindhim to be much more remain competitive without
gentle and always prepared for any real loss to the U.S. even
class. He is a real scholar and with a stronger Germany and
a tremendous teacher. Stu- a more aggressive Japan. "I
dents have a lot of respect for don't see us going down the .
him." tubes in any way. Iwouldbea
"I feel very uncomfortable good thing tohave a free flow of
speaking to people without capital and have enterprises
.having to prepare. I find that all over the world have access
even in material that I've cre- to the markets," He flatly re-
ated, If I don't take some time jects the notion that the current
to find out how much I can fit recession was caused by the
into the class period, then I . greed of the high speed 80s.
really don't have control over Instead he thinks Fed Chair- '
what I. am presenting. Its a man Alan Greenspan was «re-
personal idiosyncrasy," strictive with the money sup-
Markowitz says. ply," and also that there was a
A graduate ofthe University policymistake with the savings
of Chicago, Markowitz was and loans institutions: "It was
inspired by some of the great- a situation in which the S & Ls
est teachers in Economics: "It could gamble with other
riir'"~h:~:rk~~ti~·!Zrs~!c;~ .J>'~J?l~'~.~~n~l,"..~,~_~!fl~~._,. __ ..
. ~.. ..P.. .Just back fromateaching.
ticularly Influenced by Milton assignment at the University
Friedman and Leonard of Tokyo, he thinks Japanese
Savich," to mention just a few. students "seem to work less
Besides having held posi- harder than our college stu-
tions as professor of'finance at dents." He explains that since
Wharton, UCLA and Rutgers, they work very hard in High
Markowitz has spent time in school and when they go out in
the business world, developing business, "theygoofoffandtake
and testing his theories.-He - it a little easier in college."
was the president and con- Markowitz advises students
sultant for Arbitrage Manage- to remember that timeschange
ment Co., a researcher at IBM and demands in thejobmarket
Corp., Chairman of the Board changes with the times: "What
andTechni cal Directorat Con- I think is important in educa-
solidated Analysis Centers, tion is to develop skills which
Inc., as well as a consultant at have more than one appliea-
General Electric,Corp. He has tion, including mathematical,
also authored seven books, writing and communications
writtenchaptersin eightbooks, skills." .
published at least 24 papers in ,The award is' expected the
professional journals and pre- award to salvage the image of
sented at least 14 lectures and Baruch College and enhance
papers to professional organi- its recognition in the business
zations. world. It is also expected to
He is. also the creator of attract more financial support.
SIMSCRIPT, a computer lan- "The award is recognition that
guage used to simulate sophis- BaruchCollegehas fulfilledits
tieated economic scenarios in promise to students, past and
graduate schools. "I became present," says Ross. In a
interested in developing a statement issued to the college
computer language to reduce community, the Acting Presi-
the time it took -to produce dent, Joyce Brown noted, "The
simulations," he says. "It isn't award is a recognition of the
primarily for finance, it is still outstandingscholarsmpand
widely used for practical ap- intellectual depth and quality
plications," including war ofBaruch'sacademicprogram.
games. .Ma,rkewitZ's contributions to
... '" Markowitz currently SPends the college community and to
-···!::-_·two andahalf-days:at-Baruch- ··hintudents;tagetherwithhis'
teaching graduate students. intenedu8l accomplishments,
He also spends about the same a shinningexampleofBaruch's
time at Daiwai Securities, commitment to excellence."
where he is director of the. re- Eleven CUNY graduates
search department. "Iam very have been recipients. ofNobel
buSy during the semester: he prizes in the past,.10 of
concedes. ' . which was recognition for
But he also admits: -nte . workin the sciences and one
summer is .when a professor for Economics.
BARUCH'S NOBEL PROFESSOR
Profile ofa Gentleman and ·a Scholar
By Edward Asante "I knew that wasn't right be- The prestigious $:rOO,OOO
Archimedes, the great an-cause actual practice involves Swedish Academy of Sciences
cientGreekphilosopher, issaid diversification. So then I pro- award will be shared with two
to have been so excited about _ posed that the investor should other economists in the same
his discovery the role of water ·beinterestedinriskandreturn field, Merton Miller of the
displacement in physics that andlmeasuredriskandretum University of Chicago and
he ran outside stark naked in terms of statistical vari- William Sharpe of Stanford
crying "Eureka." .ance," Markowitz said. University. Markowitz is
Baruch Professor Harry M. "His work showed that by considered "The Father of
Markowitz wasjust as excited proper diversification [invest- Modern Finance" because his
in 1955 when he he came up ing ina set ofstocks and bonds work in the field of portfolio
with theideaofportfolio theory: whose returns do not fluctuate choice in investment formed
"I experienceda veryhigh level together] one can costlessly the basis for a theory of price
of euphoria that afternoon lower risk and preserve re- formation on financial assets
when I created the theory," he turns," said Howard Ross; head advanced by Miller, and for
says. , of the 'Economics department the theory of a company's
The excitement did not end in an earlier statement. capital structure, dividend
there. Thirty-five years after Markowitz's work, Ross con- policy and value,furthered by
this ground-breaking work, tinued, showedthatassetscan Sharpe.
Markowitz, who bad given up beclassifiedby thelikelyreturn Their theories have appli-
all hopesoffurtherrecognition, and the probability that the·· cations in many aspects of fi-
would be awarded the highest return will deviate from ex- nancial and investment
honor in the field-the Nobel pectations. He proved that the analysis on Wall Street and
Memorial Prize in Economic risk associated with different beyond, including the growth
Science. "By now I had dis- assets can be measured, and and diversity of mutual funds
missed it from my mind. I that maximum overall return and the introduction of many
thought to myself that lam can be achieved with the least new types of securities.
never going to get the Nobel possible danger Of~Os. Di- The award is considered a
prize." versifying, he propo " offers great achievement. not only
It all started one afternoon a practical way to oose an because it is the highest honor
at the University of Chicago "optimal portfolio" ofassets. in academia, but also because
when he was reading a bookby . It was a proposal thatwould most recipients are professors
John Burke Williams, the win immense respect in the in the Ivy League. Markowitz,
leadingfinancial theorist ofthe field, and later the ultimate the Marvin Speiser Distin-
day, as Part of the background ,recognition-the Nobel Prize. guished Professor ofF'inance
. material for his doctoral dis- But the announcement and Economics, who has been
sertation. Wlliams wrote that stunned financial economists teaching at Baruch since Sept.
the the price ofa stock should. . all over the world. It was the 1982, says he has no intention
.equal tne ·'d1s00Utiii~(tVilueQ!~J]iit _tjm~ a1TJJi~ r~~pJ~n_~or··.-o~avrnglJ.anjcn forilny:citner
itsfutureearningsandbecause the prestigious award would school.
the world is uncertain, be economists specializing in The 64-year .old professor
Markowitz interpreted that to the field of finance. Although plans to to take a sabbatical to
mean the present value of ex- two other professors, James teach at the London School of
pected dividends. Tobin of Yale and Franco Economicsandthencomeback
This is because concern with Modigliani of Massachusetts to teach at Baruch for a while.
the expected value of securi- Institute of Technology had "Once I get to be between 66
ties involves a relation to the previously won the award in and 70, I'd like to find myselfa
expected value ofthe portfolio. part because of their work in nice house. on the west coast
Expected return would there- , the specialty, the financial area and sort of prepare for life af-
fore be maximized by putting is still considered part of eco- ter70,"hesays. ButMarkowiti




group. promotes (ie, press on the look out for thenext Big
release photo with a milk crate Daddy Kane effort sourc,e.s ~y
as a prop , smooth brothers it Inthere..: Also rumo~ has
yesssu-reee!)bitchslayerswith .. that-·old scho'olersGrand
doll baby looks who want to be Master Flash and Kurtis Blow
taken seriously. .·arecollaboriltingona newpiece
But on to other-events, I ",ant to-be dropped in·thenear
to givea shout out to my boys future, Finally, peel an eye for
Kid and Play on their way to TheDon soon to be released on
"Cali .." to film the second DefJam Records.
installment to HouseParty.' Be
Three men and a milk crate, UTFO.
time they let Mixmaster Ice
finally talk (could it be that
they were just running aut of
ideas?). Don't get me wrong
the beats are crisp it'sjust that
they shouldhave been matched
up with some more appropriate
lyrics or facsimile there of.
UTFO should .stay within
their realm of music because
the hardcore hip-hop rap shit
justain't for them. But for those
of you who believe in safe sex
check out UTFO's solution to
the birth control issue, "IfYou
Don't W anna Get Pregnant ...."
-then make up your own mind.
"Ego Is A Mutha' has a
thumpin" beat and will be one
to 'watch along with "Bone-In
(Grab A Hoe)" which keeps the
beat jumping. But due to the
conflict of images that this
again) production. Not that
the overpowering Full Force
production influence is all that
bad it'sjust that weget tired of
that stuff!
Anyway, this time Kangol,
Mixmaster Ice and Educated
Rapper have mixed some of
the old with the new and carne
up with the same sorig (oops
wrong group sorry humpty)
that theyhave been singingfor
years. On "Bag ItAnd Bone It"
UTFO has merely pushed the
raunch level up a notch thanks
to the efforts ofgroups such as
NWA, 2 LiveCrew andthelike
who led the way expanding the
explicit lyric tolerance of the
general public. Unfortunately
for UTFO this style ofrap just
isn't believable corning from
their mouths even though this
"Bag It And Bone It" is the
new motto ofUTFO and it also
the title oftheir latest effort on
Jive/RCARecords. Now
reaching the Iaridmark of
~, making their fifth rap album
along with the only other rap
group to achieve this mark,
RUN,.DMC. So you thought
.: that Hip- Hop music was
becoming too vulgar recently,
you're right. In keeping with
this current trend and UTFO's
previous behavior traits, "Bag
It And Bone It" is right on
track..
Now rolling without original
member Dr. Ice who left to
pursue a solo career (but who
really cares) UFTO is trying to
push yet another Full Force
sounding (you know what I
mean, here comes that sound
20 • Ticker Perspectives· March 13. 1991









6:00. - 9:00. p.m.
9:00 - 10:-45 p.m.
12:15 - 5:00 p.m.
6:00 - 9:00_p..m.
1:15 - 5:00 p.m.
,
Fitness Center Hours
The Fitness Ceneter is located on the 11 th floor of
the 17 .Lexington Ave. building.
... . /
Baseball Team Hopes To Rebound
From Last Year's Brutal Campaign
By David Amir ofhis moundsmen. leadership characteristics,
On March19 the Baruch Another factor to the sue- calm things down when neces-
B~ball team will start what' cess of the team Win be the sary, and keep this things in
couldbeanother dreadful sea- offense. Will the team hit? perspective." Orta says, "we
son or perhaps a season ofim- Will the team score? Questions don't have the same talent as
provement. . .that need to be answered and other teams, but. we have
Sophomore head-coach Dan Sheehan gives an encouraging heart." Barrow adds, "111 do
Sheehan and his players are "YES." Using speed Sheehan what ever it takes to win,even
very optimistic about the up- plans to steal and bunt. This sit on the bench." With that
corning season. "1 plan to be win help generate runs in ail kind of attitude Baruch may
battling for first place," says offense that was, magnificent have a surprising season. "Ev-
Sheehan. Is this possible? Can some ofthe times and dead at erybody on the team .has a
a team that won only 7 games others. Scrivani predicts that role.If everybody performs
-last~yeat"-<~--Feany--~·-tfle-t.eam··wH-l--ffit- Gve~H.300.·.-·tRe~·-r-01e-thenHwe should-be.... . . _ ._ ..
. compete-for first place? With' Serrano also hasfaith in this ok," Grossman says.. He con-
the attitude this team seems offense. "Last year we were tinues, "atevery position there
to have, itjustmight be. Forth introduced jo a new hi tting are players with potential.
year player and third year technique, this year we will be Fulfill that potential and the
captain Robert Serrano be- ok, he says." Three of the top team will be successful."
lieves that this team can play hitters are Jose Rivera, New Players: Tony Negron,
.600 baseball. Scrivani, and Eric Grossman. Richie Correa, Arvon Verma,
Whether this team will be in 'Finding a place for these Mark Esckoff, Nelson Garcia,
first place or not will depend players in the line-up win not Mike Mohr, and Francisco
on a lot offactors. "The key is bebard, butscoring runs will Martinez. Esckoff and
pitching," says Sheehan..He rely on the hittingofthe entire Martinez have excellent speed.
hashighhopesforhispitching team not just these players. Look for them to do a lot of
staff. Four starting pitch~effiifageey cosdccess wilt . -nnrnittg:~~. . .--
are returning from last year's be defense. This will be ama- Baruch opens the season -~
squad and all are expected to jor factor. Last year the team against the College of Staten
perform well. CatcherAndrew made toomanyfieldingerrors. Island. Last year CSI went
Scrivani has the best insight A key to any good infield is the 23-5. Scrivani believes Baruch
intohow effective the pitching first baseman. He can make might have an advantage on
will be. He says, "Bobby an averageinfield look great. thegame. FirstCSIwontknow
(Serrano), Jimmy (Crespo), That is exactly what Sean what to expect from the new
and Tony (Verales)havemade Barrow did to the Baruch in- offense. "CSlisastreakyteam
a lot of improvements." An- field. After being installed at and are hard to beatonce they
other second year player Alfie first, the errors.were cut dras- get on a role,~ says Scrivani.
Orta will also contribute on tically. Bariowsays,"we can't Right now players are "con-
the mound. After joining the afford to make errors." centrating on one game at a
team in the middle oflastyear A fourth factor is the team's time," says.Barrow.
Orta showed that he belongs. a~tude. This is were Baruch '1 plan on playing at Shea
Orta and Serrano also play might shine. New captains Stadium," (site of the CUNY
the field. Pitchingcoach Kevin EricGrossman andAlexLopez championship game) Barrow
"skip" McDennott will keep willjoiri Serrano in providing -adds confidently.
an eye on his staff. He's hop- leadership. Sheehan win rely .




1- Larry Holmes won the
Heayweight Cham.pionship in
1978 from WhOIIl?
2- The last time Gerry Cooney
fought, before challanging
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Baruch Bowlers
Finish Second
.. ··Mon. 2:45 -5:00 p.rn.
To Cooper-Union Tues. 12:15 - 5:00 p.m.
Freshman Bobby Yip Shines Wed.
........ C' e. r. _ '1' - - - - - .,. - 9' C _ oS - - -.:~ ~..-....,._ -._--- '------- -~---.,;>_ ~.---..-.'----.~- -------'------ ..-.- _._-- - --'-.----,
.By Joseph Sepcaru reasons for his below par sea-
The 1990-91 Baruch son. "The fact that we bowled
Statesmen bowling season "ina different area effected, not
came to a exciting conclusion only my bowling, but also the .
on Monday, March 3. The teams that were in the league
Baruch squad beat an inferior last year, because of dryer
Ramapo College team by a conditions," As far as the team
point-total sweep of 26-0. The not reaching its full potential,
team also rolled a season-long, Gee felt that the youth of the
gamehigh.of965 and a season- team was the major contribu-
series high of 2752. The tor.
Statesmen, despitehigherex- There is no question that this
pectations entering the 48 team needs toraise the-quality
gameseason, tookseeondplace level of their play in order to
in the Metro Division of the have a realistic chance at fin-
Eastern Intercollegiate Bowl- . ishing in first place next sea-
ing Conference. Rival COOper . son.' However, with most of
Union won it all. _ their players returning next
Coach Doug York expressed season that goal does not seem
hisfeelingsontheseason."Not too outlandish, at least coach
bad overall, could have been Yorkhopes so. Oneofthe major
better, I'm expecting a better problems with finding talented
season next year." The abun- bowlers among Baruchians
dance ofyouth might be one of might be lack of knowledge
the reasons for Coach York's among the students. Despite
optimistic outlook. Next year being one ofthe lesser-known
the team expects to have its of the Baruch sports, coach
flillsquaQbac1f,-With~oile-ex:·_·ftougYt>rk-did-a~1ine-job-with·
ception, Paulo Fung.; Fling, -this years _c;r.ew. .. -
one of the teams starters, fin- Second place isn't all bad.
ished with the third highest NOTES:
average (161). Baruch finished with an 11-
One of the brightest spots of 5 record, with three ofthe loses
the season was the perfor- to Cooper Union. "We beat
mance offreshman Bobby Yip. them three times too, but they
Yipleadhis team with a season did better' against the other
high average... of 174, and had schools, " says York.
his best game versus Cooper The scoring of college bowl-
Union in which he bowled a ing is as follows: Each of the
. solid 246. He was well re- five starters can pick upa point
warded for his efforts as he by winning his or her seed.
was Winning a game is worth three
named one of the Metro points, so each game is worth a
Division's all-stars. Sakena total of eight. Since three
Parker rolled her way to a 173 games are played, 24 points
average which was good .' make up most ofthe maximum
enough for second best. 26 points. Whichever school
Team Capt. Haney Gee scores more during the three
criticized the poor conditions games get the additional two
.ofthe lanes as being one ofthe . points.
Send













* * * STUDENT DISCOUNT * * *
CALL (718) 628-6820





Get the job you want with SA'" S () N· S POWER RESUME.
We will provide you with 100 percent pure professional
output. All our work is done on the latest High Tech




Order "Student's Guide to Better Grade"
$3.00 (piUS $1.00 shpg & hdlg) to:
Pyramid Publications, Dept. E,
PO Box 3332
New York, NY 10008. .,..
SPEND SPRING BREAK
IN THE SUN - ON US!!!
Promote our Spring Break trip on your campus.




NO GIMMICKS - EXTRA INCOME NOW!!
ENVELOPE STUFFING -- $600 - $800 ~veryweek.
Free Details: SASE to
Brooks International, Inc.
P.O. Box 680605'· Orlando, FL32868
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL LEAGUE
Individua.ls, teams and coaches. Weekends
May - September. Steal/No steal Divisions.
Manhatten/Queens 1-212-759-4189
Come to our FREE
GRE Seminar
March 14,6:00 PM'





JSTANlEY H. KAPlAN·'IakeKaplanOrTakeYour Chances
Thursday, March 21, 1991
1:00 p.m.
Baruch College / CUNY
Administrative Center Lounge
135 ·East 22nd Street
New York City
presents
Nick Chiles, Robert Friedman, and
Aneniona Hartocollis
from New York Newsday
speaking on
MulticuItural Reporting:
Covering The "New" New Ycrkera
For lntorrnation please call 387-1291
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CUOMO'S DOQRSTEP
·R-' '- '. ,
-lA
_All students interested in attending a rally in
AlbanyonTuesday 19t1:l;Marcn,pleasecontaet
Student Government. This will be large
g'.J._!!!~!i~g_._<?f~l.!NYstudents, legislators of
the Black and Hispank-Cauctlsm~Aibany:aii,r
other concerned citizens. Protestors will be
rallying behind the issues of the cuts inedu-
cation and social services.
CUNY students will be in attendance in
force, therefore, those of you who cannot rally
on Thursday, 14th, should come out on
Tuesday 19th. Buses will leave Baruch around
6:30 a.m on the 19th. en route to Albany, and
will return on the same day. Contact your
professor and seek permission.
Unless you fight today you will be unable to
breathe tomorrow; non-attendance at a class
today paves the way for continuing classes
tomorrow.
Feel free to contact your student govern-
ment for any further details or assistance.
SHOW STARTS AT 11 :00 P.M & TICKETS
GO ON SALE'FROM MARCH 8TH.





$20.00 AT THE DOOR
SPONSORED BY THE STUDENTS CEf'JTER PROGRAM
BOARD
"THEY TELL US NOT TO FUSS OR
FIGHT BUT EDUCATION IS OUR
RIGHT












At a meeting on Friday08th with members of
Student Government, Dr. Joyce Brown, presi-
dent of Baruch College, agreed to ask profes-
sox-saud fa_culty .to.sho\y_.und~~s!a.ndin_~ ..~~d,
support to-those students who are attending
the rally on the 14th ofMarch. This request is
contained in a letter sent to the teaching staff
on Monday 11th.
This is by no means a guarantee for students
to skip classes withoutpennission, but, merely,
an 'entrez' for students seeking approval from
their professors .
We implore you to come out to this impor-
tantrally and support the effortsofyourfellow
students who are fighting for .their futures.
"My objective is to
freeze tuition for as long
as possible...It is my
desire not to increase
tuition for the remainder
ofmy term ...I think
CUNY and SUNY
should be free ... "
address other problems. Along with the 32
members of the assembly and senate who
attended CUNY for freeGov. Cuomo must be
reminded that he should try harder to keep his
prormses,
\Ve are hopeful that the weather will be k.ind
to us, and that we will not be forced to post-
none the rallv. However, in the event that. ,
there is very bad weather we will
reschedule this rally untilThursday 21S1. This
rally is so important as a signal, not only to
Gov. Cuomo, but all thy members of the
legislature that we mustmake very certain that
it is an unquestionable success.
Governor Cuomo is li terally trying to take
our blood, by restricting our chance for an
education. We request that you wear red
clothing as a symbol of his 'blood sucking'
actions; education is our 'life blood' without it
we have little chance of survival.
As students we are "building together for
the future, building for the good ofall", and to
BEWARE THE 14th OF MARCH
\ -
CUNY WIDE RALLY PROTESTING BUDGET
CUTS AND'TUITION INCREASES
24 • Ticker • March 13, 1990 " _ . '
The anlCles and opinionsexpressed on this page are written by the membersof the QaySession StlJdem.(30v.emment. TheydOhot·_necessarny'· .:
express the opinions of The Tlcker~ltorlal staff. Any correspor1dence shobld be dlrectedio~:Q$$G.~·:_:..· ~ ..-, ...'. '.' ',-' '. -: . ' ... ,
. ~~~'"-.;;.... ,~., ..,.~ ._~ __ , ' , '. ..,~,,,..;.·.· ~.! ..;...'l: '':· .•. ,;.;·· .••.•....,.•,~ ,~ ~ ,'J'.' .•.••.." .•.. ,,' ••.•.•.• "_
On Thur-sday March 14th, at quote Wilson Shum, president DSSG;
10:00 a.m, Baruch smdents will assemble "by land , by sea, across the boroughs, all
at 23rd and Lexington Avenue, as part of a ' across CUNY" we will march to Columbus
massive CUNY wide rally. Under the guid- Circle on March 14th. WE STAND AS
ance of the Day Session Student Government, UNITED STUDENTS.
, these students will walk to Columbus Circle at -
59th and 8th Ave., where they will meet with
thousands of fellow students from all CUNY
colleges.
The idea of this rally was hatched. by the
Baruch contingent at the recently concluded
CUNY .Student conference in Albany. It is
our intention to show Gov. Cuomo, in no
uncertain terms, how important oureducation
is to us. Thedecision to cutfunds for education
and unconscionably raise tuition is unaccept-
able to the thousandsofyoung men and women
who will be forced i_nto thejobmarket, without
marketable skills or education.
On January 21, 1988, Gov. Cuomo was
quoted as saying: "My objective is to freeze
tuition for as long as possible...It is my desire
not to increase tuition forthe remainder ofmy
term...I think CUNY and SUNY should be
. free.i.", unfortunately, thisobjective has fallen
by the wayside as the Governor has sought to
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